Eleventh Session, Commencing at 9.30 am

STAMPS

2826*
Australia, kangaroos, 1st watermark, 4d orange, block of
4, (SG 6). Fine used. (4)
$100

2827*
Australia, kangaroos, 1st watermark, 5/- grey and yellow
(SG 13). Mint.
$150

part

2824*
Australia, states housed on stock sheets and Seven Seas
Stamps album leaves for Australian States, a wide range of
issues with many pickings, NSW includes laureates, duty
stamps etc; Queensland, noted Chalon heads (28) in mixed
condition, includes 2d and 6d imperf. used. (illustrated);
South Australia, noted 50/- and £10 Specimens 1886 series,
1902 issues to 2/6 with extras; Tasmania, includes Chalon
heads (11) etc; Victoria, includes 3d blue 1850, 1d green
1856, values to 5/-, 6d imperf. on piece Ap 9, 1859 (SG
32) (illustrated; Western Australia, various issues noted 1/imperf. (SG 4) (illustrated). Mint and used. (600+)
$400

2828*
Australia, kangaroos, 3rd watermark, 9d Violet Interpanneau
Ash Imprint pair, (CV of 2 stamps is $550). MUH. (2)
$200

2825
Australian States, an accumulation of issues in a stock book,
with much duplication, mostly used, a few are perfins, all
states represented but only low values, noted a few Qld.
Govt. Railways issues, mostly common issues. Used. (approx
800)
$100

2829*
Australia, kangaroos, 3rd watermark, 10/- grey and pink,
(SG 43), centred postmark OC 19 16. Edge rust, used, with
attached upper selvedge.
$100
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2836
Australia, KGV, small multiple watermark, corner block
of 12, 1/2d orange, perf.13.5 x 12.5, (SG 94). MUH, one
stamp hinged. (12)
$80
2837
Australia, 1931/36 Geo V, C of A wmk 1/4d turquoise 'Ash'
imprint PMR (hinged in gutter), 1931 6d sepia airmail Ash
imprint strip of 3, 1934/38 1/6d herms wmkd McCracken
imprint pair, 1937 NSW sesquicentenary 9d ash imprint pair,
1945 kangaroo 2/- C of A wmk die II authority imprint
pair, 1938 robes thick paper set to £1 (latter slight crease).
Mint, MUH. (144)
$500

2830*
Australia, kangaroos, 3rd watermark, £1 chocolate and
pale blue, (SG 44), centred postmark Kogarah, 3 Ju 1927.
Fine used.
$300

2831*
Australia, kangaroos, 3rd watermark, £1 Grey. Centred high,
but very fine used.
$150

2838*
Australia, 1932 5/- Bridge, well-centred 'CTO', (CV $350).
Fine used.
$150

2832*
Australia, kangaroos, 3rd watermark, £2 black and rose,
(SG 45), centred postmark, Chatswood, Mr 10 1921. Fine
used.
$600
2833
Australia, kangaroos, C of A watermark, 5/-, 10/- + £1 Grey
'Telegraph' punch issues. Fine used. (3)
$150

2839*
Australia, KGVI, 2d scarlet, vertical coil pair, (SG 184a, cat
£350). MUH rust on edge of top stamp. (2)
$100

2834*
Australia, kangaroos, C of A watermark, £1 Grey with WA
registered circular date cancellation 23 June 1936. Used.
$150

2840*
Australia, 1949 £2 Coat of Arms 'Specimen' with roller flaw,
(ASC 271, CV $3500). MUH.
$1,000

2835
Australia, KGV, 2nd watermark, corner block of 4, 3d
ultramarine (SG 79). MUH. (4)
$80
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2841
Australia, an extensive range of issues in a large stock book,
includes kangaroos used 5/- 3rd (6), C of A (12), £1 grey 3rd
(6, most with flts), 10/- s.mult (1), C of A (3); Specimen set
to £2 MUH, (C of A); various OS perf issues and quantities
of used kangaroos including used pairs etc; KGV blocks of 4,
1d engraved x 2, 1/2d to 4d and O/P 5d and 2d issues, others
as OS O/P and perf OS with multiples to 1/4 used; 1930s
commems blocks of 4 Sturt Imprint and plate blocks and
additional blocks 2d, 3d x2; cable sets (3x4) Harbour Bridge
3d plate 3 x4, plate 2 x2 and OS singles x2; 2d 4 x4 incl.
imprint block; Melbourne Cent x4 2d and 3d; K/Smith x4
2x2d, 2x3d (incl. plate 3), 6d; 1/6 x4, 2 both as McCracken
imprints; SA cent. blocks of 4. 2d x2, 3d x2; 150th Anniv.
blocks of 2d, 3d, 9d x 2 blocks; includes others Canberra;
WA Cent; 3d kooka; AIF; KGVI issues a wide range to 2/- as
blocks of 4; Specimen navigators 75c, $1, and other decimal
specimens; varieties described; coils; includes British Guiana
QEII to $5 (SG 331-345 (CV £100); PNG mixed blocks of
4 including imprints of 1952 including 1/2d - 7 1/2d, 9d x
2, 1/-, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 x 2, 10/- bird etc.; Nauru O/P in blocks.
MUH, mint, used. (100s)
$900

part

2843*
Australia, KGV issues used, a small collection described on
Vario sheets (3), 1d and 2d reds extensive range of shades,
OS perfs, single and large multiple wmks., inverted wmks.,
noted 1d deep carmine (aniline) fine used; 2d brown orange
with extensive cracked electro (illustrated) from top frame
verically to L of Australia and continuing from I of Australia
to bottom of G in Postage (major extension of BW #95(U)o
and unlisted for extension of cracked electro, cf. MossGreen,
Gray Sale lot 181 for incomplete electro crack); another
with single wmk. imperf at top, and many other varieties;
4d lemon with ink flaw PE joined (BW #110(2)va). Used
and interesting group. (96)
$750

2844
Australia, various, small incomplete collection housed in
three springback albums and a small stockbook, noted one
album containing KGV unsorted in quantity including 1d
reds and 2d oranges in various shades, also in another a
partial sets of kangaroos to 5/- and KGV on Hawthorn Press
leaves and cigar boxes (7) containing mostly pre-decimal on
paper. Used. (100s)
$100

part

2845*
Australia, stock book containing issues from kangaroos to
1950s, includes kangaroos with Telegraph punctures C of
A wmk. £1 and £2 with hexagonal punctures (illustrated),
10/- with circular hole, various other normal issues to 5/-;
KGV a range of used together with mint 1 1/2d red, including
imprint blocks by Ash and Harrison and other imprint and
normal blocks of low values c. 1940-1950s, many used also
noted a block of 8 cinderellas 'Tanks for the Allies'. Mostly
used, some mint/MUH. (100s)
$150

2842*
Australia, on a large Vario sheet, 1931, 6d sepia, Air mail
service OS O/P, imprint strip of three, (SG 139a); together
with 5d deep green QEII block of 6 imperf between 2 pairs
and at base (from uncut booklet sheet) and a strip of 5 with
imperf between two pairs, (SG 354b). MUH. (14)
$80
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part

2848*
Australia, cliplock folder fitted with Vario sheets in slipcase
with MUH and used, noted decimal MUH (FV $20) and
MUH 1949 - 1950, Arms set, 5/-, 10/-, £1 in Imprint blocks,
£2 in Imprint pair, tiny flaws in bottom selvedge of £1 and
£2; a small quantity of used in envelopes and on Vario sheets
in an Arcade Stamp Album. MUH and used. (lot)
$250

part

2846*
Australia, a collection housed in a spring back album,
collection mounted on leaves most KGV, includes a piece
from Mornington Vic, posted 19 Nov 1914 fixed with 1/2d
kangaroo and 2xKGV 1d reds (illustrated); 1d reds mostly
used some (8, 2 as pairs O/P N.W. Pacific Islands), an good
range many with some with varieties described, together with
single line perf colour varieties described with G numbers,
some mint (including inverted wmk.). Mint and used. (87)
$200

Ex Gray Donaldson Collection and previously from Noble Numismatics
Sale 67 (lot 1159) for the arms blocks.

2847
Australia, a small collection of the 1/2d orange kangaroo
with imprint or corner blocks from 1938 to November
1952, also a series of blocks of 4 of general issues 1957-1960
anmd some earlier in packets a few as used blocks of 4, also
includes AAT issues and a BCOF set described to 5/- mint,
other selected imprint blocks 1941-1951, also sheets of
Mitchell 3 1/2d, Melbourne Cup 5d of 1960 (120 stamps),
mint Christmas Island 1958 set, various singles including £2
arms mint. Mint/MUH and used. (several 100)
$150

part

2849*
Australia, PMG booklet containing a set of current Australian
Postage Stamps as CTO and including arms specimen set
MUH; another PMG Dept. of Territories booklet with issues
for CTO issues of current (1956) for Norfolk Island, PNG
and Nauru, PNG with MUH Specimens for 10/- and £1.
MUH, CTO. (approx 50)
$200

lot 2848 part
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2850
Australia, pre-decimal and decimal, stock book filled with
pre-decimal George VI - Elizabeth II many as imprint blocks
or larger, strips, noted 2/- Cobb block of 15, sheet of 60,
Xmas 1965, also singles many in a small box; also NZ KGVI
various blocks to 3/- some as plate blocks; decimal in singles
blocks and sheets (FV $55); Post Office packs (36); FDC's
(about 50 with some duplication). MUH, used. (100s)
$120
2851
Australia, 1963/4 Navigator set of 6. The 7/6 MVLH,
otherwise, MUH. (6)
$80
2852
Australia, range of specialist issues, 1970s-1990s, includes
1970 Cook m/s (2), Anpex and other overprint, 1971
Xmas pane of 25 (cream paper) (MLH), 1984 Wapex &
Ausipex items, 1986 Stampex Click Go the Shears strip,
1986 Navigators m/s overprint, 1986 Southpex, large range
gutter blocks 10 including Sydpex Early Years, Auststamp
90 gutter & pair, 1993 Australia Day, 1994 War PMs, 1995
Australia Remembers I & II, 1996 Military Aviation &
QEII, 1999 Citizenship, Romance & Snowy, 1990 m/s NZ
overprint, 1991 Phila Nippon m/s CTO, 1995 Kangaroo
& Koala P&S sets Syd 1995, 1997 Classic Car booklets.
Mostly MUH. (39)
$100
2853
Queensland Stamp Promotion Council, Jubilee Exhibition,
Brisbane 1977, 18 cents prepaid postcards featuring two
Queensland Boer War Patriotic Fund stamps (40); Nauru,
Stampex 1979, London, miniature sheet includes 3 x 15 cents
stamps honouring Sir Rowland Hill (60); World Expo 88,
Brisbane, five expo dollars banknotes, 50553100/99, one
hundred consecutive notes. One of the first items has a few
smudges, otherwise in mint condition. (200)
$60

2857*
Australia, 1994 (45c) self adhesive Kangaroos & Koalas CPS
litho printed strips (2) each of 6, but without 45c imprint
on stamps. MUH.
$200
2858
Australia, four albums or stock books with MUH decimal
(mostly as single stamps) from late 1970s - 2000s with a total
(FV $1056) also includes a few AAT and Christmas Island,
lot also includes loose stamps mostly in large blocks M/S etc
(FV. $124), total FV $1180. MUH. (100s)
$600

2854
Australia, 1966/1977 decimal accum. in sheets or part sheets,
1966 75c Cook full sheet with partial plate No 3 at top
left and right, 1969 soil science full sheet (folded through
gutter), 1970 Cook including sheets, miniature sheets (11),
1971 Xmas panes of 25 (3), 1972 Olympics (100 sets), also
a few 50c and $1 EIIR booklets, 1971 famous Australians
booklets, (FV approx $675). Mint, MUH. (100s)
$300

2859
Australia, MUH decimal in two stock books many as blocks
with a wide range of FV, (total FV $224). MUH. (100)
$120
2860
Australia, in a sheet holder, mostly as blocks and part sheets
etc with low values to 55c, (total FV $407) together with
PNG MUH 13 kina and used. MUH. (100s)
$200

2855
Australia, 1966/1978 decimal range includes 1966
navigators, 4c EIIR panes (diff slogans) sets (2), $1 navigator
perf. 14 3/4, 1969 soil-science, flight strips, 1970 30c Cook
(8), 1971 x maj blk of 25 cream paper (2), blks of 7 in p/packs
(4), some perf. varieties, blks of 4, booklets, (FV $112), in a
green album. Mint, MUH. (100s)
$100

2861
Australia, bulk selection of lower value postage (with some
AAT included), mostly MUH in resale condition but a few
with odd mint hinged or toned, aged gum seen, mainly 196670s, the useful variety would suit reseller & the quantity of
over 19,000, many issues are still in blocks of 4 or more with
some full sheets included, of particular interest is the bulk
selection of 7c where perf. varieties have not been checked,
lot includes 1c (2,000), 2c (2,500), 3c (900), 4c (2,200), 5c
(4,000), 6c (1,700) & 7c (5,800), (FV $893). MUH, mint.
(19,100)
$450

2856
Australia, 1982 60c Humpback Whale, scarce 'Trial Printing'
issue with regular stamp for comparison. MUH. (2)
$200
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2862
Australia, Olympic Games issues in issued folders, Sydney
2000, Athens 2004 and Commonwealth Games 2006
complete M/S and with additional sheetlets, strips and blocks
some relating to the games, (FV $335+). MUH. (100s)
$160

2870
Australia, various post office packs (60) c.1980-1990s
includes a few M/S as packaged items, also dealer packaged
MUH decimal (15), assorted FDC and pre-stamped covers
many unused and a few packs (approx 100), and a few packs
of MUH GB. MUH, used. (lot)
$100

2863
Australia, Hutt River Province, 7 sheets each with 6 x M/S
of each value 10c to $2, together with 2 x M/S of Xmas
1986 values 30c to $2 but with misplaced perfs (illustrated).
MUH. (8 sheets)
$80

2871
Australia, Post Office packs, c.1990s-2000s (approx 110);
sheetlets on cards (20); International stamps in large folders
issued in 2000 values to $10 (2), other folders (3); MUH in
retail packs (FV $65); prestige booklets (FV $90), smaller
booklets (1); FDC (7); stamp cards (10), etc. MUH, FDC
and stamp cards used. (lot)
$300
2872
Australia, an accumulation of PO products from 1990s
- 2000s including booklets, sheetlets, PO stamped cards,
blocks etc,, and other products, (stated to be over $1680
FV or marked prices on lot). MUH. (100s)
$700
2873
Australia, Australia Post year books 1981-1988 in slip cases.
MUH. (8)
$100

2864*
Australia, Commonwealth of Australia, Patent Office, for £2,
blue and green. MUH, creases and with gum toning.
$150

2874
Australia, Australia Post Office year books, with stamps in
books from 1981 - 1989. MUH. (9)
$150

2865
Cinderellas, assorted group of many 100s including Australia
National Stamp Week 1974; Pineapple Post 1977-1987
$1.50 x 2 on each blue and yellow sheet, single value sheet
on blue and white paper; Blue Mountains essay sheets of 3d
'three sisters'; The State of Cinderella values from 1c to 5c
M/S. MUH and mint. (100s)
$150

2875
Australia, Australia Post year books with stamps for years
1981, 1982 (2), 1983, 1984 (2), 1985-1989, 1990-1993 (2
of each), 1994-2001 and 2008, together with year collections
1976-1980 from Sherwood Philatellic Services in folders;
Sydney Olympics, Gold Medallists, 2000, Prestige Album
2000 and Athens 2004 similar. MUH. (30)
$600

2866
Australia and world, a small group including PO packs for
Xmas 1969, 1970 RV, National Development, FDC Xmas
1971, other Australian FDC c.1971 (15); NZ covers etc (6),
Russia 1989 issues in envelope, other Russian issues, world
covers etc. MUH, CTO used. (lot)
$50

2876
Australia, Australia Post Office year books, 2004. MUH.
(3)
$60

2867
Australia, Post Office packs for 1970 Royal Visit presentation
packs with special Japanese insert, CV $50 each. MUH. (8
packs)
$100

2877
Australia, Australia Post year books with stamps for year
1989-2012, Beijing 2008 Olympic Games Collection of
Australian Stamps. Many in Deluxe albums, MUH. (25)
$400

2868
Australia, various Post Office packs for Cook Bicentenary
70, Expo 70, First Fleet, Bicentenary 88, Sydney Harbour
Tunnel Opening 92; first day covers and pre-stamped
envelopes (13); Togo, Princess Diana plate block of nine
stamps, 1997; also fold-out card for Australian Memento
of Royal Visit 1952 for students, signed at Grafton Boys
School. Used - MUH. (23)
$50

2878
Australia, first day covers, first day of issue envelopes
and postcards, a few without postmark, a large collection
mostly from 1980s; also Australian Paintings $2, $5 and
$10 specimens in folder (issued at Ausipex 84); World Expo
1988 $2 (4) and $5 (4) dollar notes with issue envelopes
for special release in 1993; promotional Australian $100
banknote copies overprinted in Chinese for use towards
cost of joining aerobatic class (6). In prestigious leather
Lighthouse album in slip-case with vendor's list of items,
used - uncirculated. (192)
$200

2869
Australia, Post Office Packs with stamps and values to $10
issues from c.1997-2013. In packs of issue, MUH. (189)
$280
344

2884
Antigua and Barbuda, Golden Replicas Of Rare Stamps Of
The World, 1986, by the Postal Commemorative Society, set
of 100 stamps minted in 24kt gold with each on an individual
first day of issue envelope featuring a b&w reproduction of a
rare world stamp and each envelope with official certification
of the Antigua and Barbuda government dated April 4, 1986,
as well the set is stored in an official album and the set is
certified by the Prime Minister with his signature and each
stamp has an official face value of six East Caribbean dollars;
also USA, official first day cover honouring Elvis Presley
featuring 22kt gold replica Elvis Presley stamp, in folder, by
Postal Commemorative Society. Uncirculated. (101)
$200

2879
Australia, First Flight of the Qantas A380 limited edition
of imperforate half print sheet of International Post $2
stamps (imperforate), half of a full print sheet limited edition
#442/750 and #441/750, sheets both left and right panes,
unusual item. MUH. (lot)
$300

2880
Australia and other covers, First Day Covers in three clip lock
cover folders (approx 150), Australia c.1978-1982, 1990s,
unused aerogrammes, also PNCs (2),Fiji, New Caledonia,
Vanuatu, Australia- Singapore joint issues, FDCs from
the 1990s, New Zealand FDC from 1970s-1980, Papua
Coronation 1937 cover FDC; together with a large folder of
postcards c.1900-1920 with many being Australian scenic
cards, some postally sent (78) with a few extra items. Mostly
used a few unused. (approx 230)
$80

2885
Belgium, 1973 Photographic 'proofs' of the 4f50 and 8f
Europa issues, 2 white cards embossed with seals reading
'REGIE DER POSTERIJNEN', previously auctioned at the
1999 World stamp Expo Auction. Mint. (2)
$100

2886
British Commonwealth, laid out on hingeless leaves, includes
Antiqua QEII set to $4.80 another to $5 others commems.;
Ascension (SG 57-69, 70-83) and others to 1966; Bahamas
(SG 201-216, 228-243, 247-261, 273-287, 295-309); British
Honduras (SG 179-201); Cook Islands various sets to 1966;
Dominica (SG 140-178), stated CV £800. Mostly mint (light
hinge) a few MUH. (100s)
$150

part

2881*
Australian Territories, collections of 1995, 1996 (including
Norfolk Island), 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, also the AP storage
spring back folder, together with additional packs of 1993 (3,
1998 year of the cat (2) a joint USA and Christmas Island,
Cocos Living mosaic etc; together with Australia pre-decimal
kangaroo 2 1/2d Ist wmk with large OS perf. mint, toned
rare (SG 04) (illustrated); 4d Broken Hill in large blocks of
37 and 32; framed (2) decimal APO 1997 issued teddy bear
45c strip and photo and similar for doll set; together with
Statesman stamp album (with a few stamps), a large Chinese
stock book of used issues and world used many on pieces
pre 1960 including China issues on pieces. MUH, mint and
used. (100s)
$180

2887
British Commonwealth, a range of MUH issues mostly as
sets (some as blocks), includes Belize, Fiji, Norfolk Island,
PNG, Nauru, Pitcairn Islands, Falkland Islands, Samoa,
British Solomon Islands, St. Lucia, Christmas Island, etc,
claimed CV £570+. MUH. (100s)
$160

2888
British Commonwealth, a range of MUH issues mostly as
sets (some as blocks), includes Belize, Fiji, PNG, Pitcairn
Islands, New Hebrides (Vanuatu), Samoa, Solomon Islands,
Christmas Island, etc, claimed CV £1000+. MUH. (100s)
$250

2882
Australian Territories, mint sheets and M/sheets from Nauru
(FV $373); Cocos (Keeling) Islands (FV $74); Norfolk Island
(FV $54); Christmas Island (FV $39); Fiji Islands (FV $33),
all housed in a mini-sheet file. MUH. (100s)
$150

2889
British Commonwealth and world sets, stamps on stock
book leaves includes Montserrat (SG 136a-149, 160-176);
Nyasaland set (SG 188-198); St.Helena 1961 set (SG 176189) and others; New Zealand includes 1967 decimal set to
£1; together with issues from Dominica, Gibraltar, Romania,
South West Africa, Gilbert & Ellice Islands, BAT, Tristan da
Cunha, Pitcairn Islands, Swaziland, Falkland Islands KGVI
to £1, etc, stated CV £1000+. Mint, MUH. (100s)
$200

2883
Africa, 1969-74 selection of French African Colonies plate
proof issues, 'Imprimerie Des Timbres-Poste-France' proofs
in sets and single issues stored in a Lihthouse block album,
Potentially a very high retail. MUH. (59 proof issues)
$300
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2890*
Canada, collection in a Davo album in slip-case, some used
1859 - 1908, with a few pickings, noted QV 1897 to 8c,
1898 to 20c, 1903 to 20c, mostly mint/MUH from 1912,
(SG 212, 215 mint), also imper.x 12, imperf x 8 vert. mint;
1918 set to one dollar mint (SG 246-255), most imperfs x 8,
12 or full imperf., 1927 Confederation, partial set mint/used
1928 to 20c, 1930 set to dollar (SG 288-303) + imperf. x 8
(SG 304-9); 1933-4 commems; 1935 jubilee set and defin.
set to dollar; range of issues to 1979 missing a few of KGVI,
noted $1 fisherman (SG 433) etc., a few extras and several
cards, quantity of used in an envelope. MUH, mint and
used. (100s)
$300

2891
Channel Islands, 1966-1986 Guernsey, Jersey & Alderney
collection in SG multi-ring binder includes Machins
Regionals, duties, Europa, m/sheets, booklets, appears fairly
complete commems., for this period, a good range. Appears
MUH. (500+, 10 m/s, 1 bklt)
$120

part

2894*
China, an extensive specialised collection housed in a
springback album of 76 pages from the North China
Provinces of Honan, Hopeh, Shangsi, Shangtung, Supeh
(Northern Kiangsu), as issued by the Japanese Government
as overprint issues commemorating the 'Fall of Singapore'
and the 'Tenth Anniversary of the puppet state Manchukuo';
the collection centres on the regional overprints originally
issued for North China for the above provinces with two
character overprints of July 1941 (large and small O/P)
on 4c and 8c Sun Yat Sen portrait issued stamps (SG Type
60, 72), being overprinted in red commemorating the two
events noted above; special pages (4) of all issues written
up (49 stamps); 'Fall of Singapore' as others in blocks of
4 or large multiples and several singles and varieties for
Hopeh (SG 76D, 77D, 78D, 79D, p.228), total 4c (110),
8c (121); similar for Honan (SG 76B, 77B, 78B), total 4c
(75), 8c (58); similar for Shangtung (SG 76H, 77H, 78H,
79H), total 4c (98), 8c (127); similar for Shangsi (SG 76F,
77F, 78F, 79F), total 4c (73), 8c (86); similar for Supeh (SG
76J, 77J, 78J) with additional 4c green (SG-) (illustrated),
total 4c lilac (89), green (1), 8c (77); 'Tenth Anniversary of
Manchukuo' as others in blocks of 4 or large multiples and
several singles and varieties for Hopeh (SG 80D, 81D, 82D,
84D, p.228), total 2c (62), 4c (48), 8c (49) [one with double
O/P illustrated]; similar for Honan (SG 80B, 81B, 82B, 83B),
total 2c (35), 4c (39), 8c (47) [block of 4 illustrated]; similar
for Shangtung (SG 80H, 81H, 82H, 83H, 84H), total 2c
(41), 4c (41), 8c (58); similar for Shangsi (SG 80F, 81F, 82F,
83F, 84F), total 2c (25), 4c (32), 8c (49); similar for Supeh
(SG 80J, 81J, 82J, 83J), total 2c (11), 4c (295), 8c (29). A
very important specialist collection for this series mounted
on hingeless mounts, appears mostly as MUH, one used
with high CV. (100s)
$2,500

2892*
China, Republic of, Carte Postale (post card) for one cent,
printed both sides as an error or proof, c.1912-1920. Mint
and very rare.
$200

2893
China, springback folder housing Vario sheets with mostly
MUH and mint issues, noted extensive range of O/P and new
surcharges of 1940s mint and used some in blocks, also equal
treaties set (SG 762-7), inauguration of Chiang Kai Chek
3 sets (SG 784-9), memory of Pres. Lin set (SG 768-773),
Japanese Occupation Air Raid Precaution several sets O/P on
air stamps (SG 128-131); $800 Mao (SG 1432) used, Yunnan
Province O/P, (SG 21-3), Foochow set, Nanking return
set, a selection of used and a few mint from Manchukuo
including (SG137-142) and many others; lot also includes
Australia, year book 1990 and Tonga set of round stamps
and two approval books with stamps with imprint blocks
of 3d Macarthur and 1d KGV C of A wmk. etc. MUH, mint
and used. (100s)
$250
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2898
Fiji, collection housed in a hingeless album in a cliplock
folder mostly from 1953 - 1986, some KGVI some in
blocks Victory and health and singles of KGVI set mostly
mint/MUH including extras noted 1 1/2d carmine no man
in boat and others (SG 251, 252a, 252b, 252c), 2d (SG 253)
5d blue cane (2), 6d no 180 degrees (2) (SG 260) both mint,
10/- and one pound pairs mint and used, also one pound
QEII (SG 295); lot also includes QV 1/- used (4) (SG 66-7),
NZ arms (4) MUH $4-$10 and India, KGV used 10 and 15
rupees (SG 189-190). Mostly MUH, a few mint and a very
few used. (100s)
$500
2899
France, 1853 1c Napoleon imperf (CV £110) plus a range of
1853 issues to 80c red, also inc range of 1862 Napoleon perf
issues to 80c red, high total (CV £200+). Used. (30)
$80
2900
France, 1860s to turn of the century selection of issues on 5
hagners with duplication including 1863 imperf 'Head with
laurel wreath' issues (which relate to French Colonies), a
wide range of 1876 'Peace, Commerce & Tax' & 'Sower'
issues are also included. Used. (550+)
$60

part

2895*
China, an extensive specialised collection housed in a
springback album of 61 pages of the New York 1941 printing
of the Dr. Sun Yat-sen issues (SG type 77) to $20, perf 12,
(SG 583-598), mostly made up as single sets and multiple
blocks and sheets, noted scarce 17c (46, cat £20/stamp),
$10 (98, cat £10/stamp), $20 (95, cat £20/stamp); hand
overprint anti-bandit issues (mint pair of $20) others used
$2-$10 (7); 1944 War Refugees Relief Fund all with O/P,
sets (17, each cat £35) some as blocks, (some as varieties)
additional are the minature sheets (2) (SG MS730, cat £325
each) (one illustrated), 1945 Victory set blocks etc and used
set together with several pairs imperf. on side or double perf.,
(illustrated). MUH, a few mint and used. (100s)
$2,500

2901
German New Guinea, 1897 stamps of Germany overprinted
'Deutsch Neu Guinea' 3, 5, 10, 20, 25 and 50 pf, (SG 1,
1a-6) used; New Guinea, 1939 Bulolo Goldfields MUH air
mail set to 2/-, (SG 212-223). MUH, used. (17)
$120
2902
Germany, 1945-1979 accumulation with duplication in
quality in a stockbook, with a wide range of issues, lot also
includes a range of mint from Wurttemberg. Mint, used.
(3400+)
$100
2903
Germany, 1952-1958 range including 1952 Telephone
Service M & U, 1953 Dunant MUH & M, 1954 Relief M,
1955 Lufthansa M & U, etc., (CV £600). Mint and used.
(62)
$80

2896*
Cuba, issues of 1899, Cuba 1c de Peso and Cuba 2c de Peso
as overprints on United States 1c and 2c with an additional
second overprint in each case inverted (Scott 221a, 222c).
Both mint. (2)
$400

2904*
Great Britain, one penny black, 1840, the world's first
postage stamp, 4 margins, one close with black postmark,
with descriptive note leaflet. Fine used.
$120

2897*
Cyprus, KGV, five pounds, black on yellow (SG 117a, CV
£3750). Some toning around edge, faults, mint.
$250

Ex Gray Donaldson Collection.
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2905*
Great Britain, 1840 1d Black, the worlds 1st postage stamp,
nice 3 margin example, with red Maltese Cross cancel.
Used.
$100

2909*
Great Britain, Edward VII, issues of 2/6, 5/- and 10/-, (SG
315, 318, 319). Mint, 10/- creased. (3)
$200

2910*
Great Britain, Edward VII, one pound, circular postmark
London, 10 No 03 (?), (SG 266). Fine used.
$200

2906*
Great Britain, Queen Victoria, block of 9, one penny, 1856-8,
perf. 14, (SG 40). MUH, perf missing or cut on base. (9)
$150

2907
Great Britain, 1841-50s bulk selection on album pages of
1d Red imperf. (blued paper) & 1d Red & 2d Blue perf,
issues inc 'letters lower corners' & letters in all 4 corners
issues, excellent range for plate no. Post Office numerals
& cancels (eg Black Maltese Cross), also inc 1860s-70s
selection of 1/2d, 1-1/2d, 3d, 4d & 6d issues, very high total
CV. Used. (147)
$150

part

2911*
Great Britain, Edward VII, specimen issues of 2/6, 5/- and
10/-, (SG 260, 264, 265). MUH regum. (3)
$300

2908*
Great Britain, Edward VII, issues from halfpence to shilling.
Mint. (15)
$200
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2912
Great Britain, a range of used issues with duplicates in a
Lighthouse stockbook to KGV & EDVIII, together with
loose Hagner sheets with EDVII, KGV, values used to 10/-,
KGVI to £1 with extras, assorted States issues, Heligoland
(6) issues of originals and reprints in mint; mint issues from
Morocco, Tangier, Kuwait some with faults. Mint and used.
(100s)
$100
2913
Great Britain, a specialist's collection of decimal Machins in
small Lighthouse album, identified as varnished, glossy, thin
band, CB, PCP, dextrin, GA, PVA, side band & more, 1/2p
to 50p (130), also inc 36 blocks of 6, numbered in margin
(1/2p to 15p). MUH. (340+)
$140

part

2918*
Japan, 1949 Postal week 8 yen joined pair (SG 556)
(illustrated); 1955 new year greeting tumbler M/S (SG 735);
Air cover fixed with mint 1937 aerodrome Fund set (SG 3368); used on pieces 6 sen (SG 250) (2), and a printed sheet
of 40 described as Japanese old postage stamps noted SG
132, however mostly duty stamps; China, a group of issues
including several on pieces noted one 8c (10) and 1 c (3) on
a piece similar 8c (8 + 1) and 1c (3); 5c (2), 3c (3) and 1t
lots all of SG 269-276; others as singles of Chinese Imperial
Post dragon series and overprints and several later packet
lots. MUH and used. (lot)
$100

2914
Hungary, 1874-1961 collection in stockbook, many better
noted includes 1939 Prot. Day m/s, 657a (CV £65), 1940
Flood Relief, Artists Fund, 1942 Red Cross Fund, 1947
Welfare, 1948 Phil Exhib m/s, 1949 Trade Union Congress,
1950 Children's Day, 1950 m/s,1156a, Gen. Bem. (CV £65),
1951 Livestock, 1951 m/s 1199s 2 of set of 3 (set of 3 would
have been £275), 1955 m/s 1411a Printing Office (CV £50),
1958 m/s 1533a, Philaltelic Congress (CV £50). MUH, mint
and used. (700+ 15 m/s)
$150

2915*
Ionian Islands, (1/2d) orange imperf., (SG 1) (cat £700).
Used, four clear margins.
$100
2919*
Lithuania, Lithuania local cover with reference to PSL
(Postage Stamps of Lithuania put out by the Lithuania
collector Club) as an emergency issue of the Telsiai
Postmaster Issue of January 14, 1920, on cover dated Telsiai
January 14, 1920, marked with emergency stamp printed
in violet ink (see below) at 30sk., addressed to Katonus at
Varinas (PSL L10). Used and rare.
$500

2916
Israel, 1948-1980s dealer's stock in binder most with tabs
includes 1949 Constituent Assembly (full tab) M (CV £75),
Tabul M/S (2 MUH, £170 ea but with faults), 1950 UPU
(full tabs) M (£100), 3rd Maccabish (full tab) M (£100, tone
spot), 1951 Jewish National Fund MUH & M (both 80pr
are short tab), 1953-6 1000pr Air with tab (2M), 1963 FFH
booklet, etc, cond varies at first then mainly fine, high CV.
Mint, MUH. (100s)
$120

Ex Ray Kaleda Collection.
The cover comes with a paid receipt/invoice for $1205 Aust from a dealer
in Santa Jose California in 2007.

2917
Italy, an accumulation of issues as mint/MUH issues mostly
of the 1990s to 2000s stored on Hagner (maximum) sheets
these with a high face value in lire and euros; a similar lot of
used issues, a tin of similar used Italy and two Sassone Italian
catalogues 1982, 1996. MUH/mint and used. (100s)
$120

The issue was printed in the Telsai Post Office on a hectograph pad by using
the post office official seal with the additional word APMOKETA (meaning
Paid) written below the seal with the amount written within. PSL note that
only 396 were printed.
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part

2921*
Lithuania, on Leuchtturm album leaves containing overprint
issues of Lithuania with reference to PSL (Postage Stamps of
Lithuania put out by the Lithuania collector Club) collection
of O/P issues on Russia stamps for 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and
60 kopeck issues for "Panevezys" 27 June 41, with O/P
sets in green (10, 20 and 60 kopecks), red (5, 15 and 30
kopecks) and violet (set of 4, 5, 15, 20 and 30 kopecks),
MUH (PSL LP1-LP16); "Ukmerge" 1941 overprint sets of
5 as pairs one MUH the other fine used dated 1941 VI 24,
(PSL LU1-5); "Raseiniai" overprint set MUH dated 1941
VI 23, O/P type I to 60 kop. and type III for the four issues
80 kop - one rouble with extra one rouble (PSL LRS1-I to
LRS7-I, LRS8-III to LRS11-III) all appear as MUH, together
with used set on pieces type III PSL LRS1-11-III); vertical
pairs used of type I & II (PSL LRS1-7 -I and II and LRS1-7
-II); together with used "Zarasai" overprint issue as pairs
with different size printing of Zarasai on each pair on each
stamp pair (PSL LZ1-7 and p.220 for type arrangement);
additional varieties include 2 pairs of inverted O/P on 50
kopeck issues and a block of 4 used on 15 kopeck inverted
O/P (illustrated) with 2006 authentication certificate (PSL
LZ15) (illustrated); together with sets of overprint mint in
black (type I), red as MUH and used (PSL LZ1-12), together
with 'Lieva' instead of Lietuva on 4 examples (PSL LZ 3a,
7b, 9a, 11a) and a joined pair of 10 kop. (PSL LZ8); lot also
includes "Ropkiskis" 1941 overprint issue sets MUH O/P
in black and red (PSL LRK1-14) together with 15 and 20
kopeck with inverted O/P in red, (PSL LRK11a and LRK12a)
(both illustrated). MUH, mint and fine used. (124)
$3,000

part

2920*
Lithuania, on Leuchtturm album leaves containing overprint
issues of Lithuania with reference to PSL (Postage Stamps
of Lithuania put out by the Lithuania collector Club)
collection of O/P issues on Russia stamps for 5, 15 and 30
kopeck issues with "Panevezys" 1941 with rubber stamp
on cover (with certificate) for Panevezys 18 July 41, (PSL
LP1-3) (illustrated), other O/P additional used examples on
pieces, together with O/P sets in black, green (10, 20 and 60
kopecks), red, violet (set of 4), (PSL LP1-LP16) (2 complete
sets a MUH and a used set ); Gardinas (Grodno) Postmaster
Issue March 4, 1919, set of 8 (Ceremuga certificate) lightly
hinged with original gum with O/P on Russian Arms Issue
1909-1912 (PSL L2-9) together with Ceremuga certificates
for 50sk on 3 kopeck overprint double (Mi2ADD *), another
50sk on 15 kopeck imperf. (PSL L5a) (illustrated), another
50sk on 1 kopeck (only 50 printed) position 21 (Mi 5B *)
and (PSL p.188) (illustrated); and imperf. 50sk on 5 kop (PSL
L3a); examples on covers of PSL L2-9 each on cover one with
Ceremuga certificate. MUH, mint and used. (53 stamps)
$3,000

Ex Ray Kaleda Collection.

Ex Ray Kaleda Collection.
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2923*
Lithuania, in Leuchtturm album with slip-case, on leaves
containing overprint and emergency issues of Lithuania
with reference to PSL (Postage Stamps of Lithuania put out
by the Lithuania collector Club) collection of the District of
Raseiniai 15 kopeck black/pale blue green, 5 singles mint and
3 used as variations, mint one with under colour off centred,
another without undercolour and 2 normal usuage; O/P
issues on Russia stamps for 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 60 and 80
kopeck mint/MUH and a cover dated 11.8.41 from Vilnius
as a set to one one rouble making a complete set of issues
for "Vilnius" printed on 24 June 41, as a used set (DSL LV1LV9) (illustrated); sheet of 20 of the 15 skatiku First Kaunas
Issue (first printing January 29, 1919), (PSL 10); 20 skatiku
sheet of 20 stamps one stamp with incorrect word astas
(instead of Pastas) and on corner stamp a postmark (PSL
15 and 15e); another sheet of 20 for the 50 skatiku of the
second Vilnius issue (December 31, 1918), (PSL 8); printed
signed postcards fixed with 3 different air stamps on each
postcard, being for the Darius-Girenas Transatlantic Flight
which crashed in Soldin Germany near the end of the flight,
(PSL p.174-5). MUH, mint and fine used. (92 stamps)
$500

part

2922*
Lithuania, on Leuchtturm album leaves containing overprint
issues of Lithuania with reference to PSL (Postage Stamps of
Lithuania put out by the Lithuania collector Club) collection
of O/P issues on Russia stamps for 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50,
60, 80 kopeck and one rouble issues for "Alsedziai" 24 June
41, as a used set (PSL LA1-LA10) with O/P sets in grey-black;
together with a partial second set of 6 stamps; District of
Raseiniai 15 kopeck black/pale blue green a complete used
sheet all cancelled 28.II.1919, (II = February), the issue was
shortlived running from January to March 1919 with a
toial print run of 36,624; "Independent Lithuania" 1941
O/P issues of 2 kop - 60 kop MUH (PSL LN1-8); sets of
"Telsiai" O/P issues 1941.VI.26, type I set (5, 10, 15, 20,
30, 60, 80 and 1 rouble (PSL LT1-I to LT8-I, and LT10)
and type III O/P similar set (MUH 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50 and
60 kopeck and used one rouble) (PSL LT1-III to LT7-III,
LT10-111); "Anyksciai" a post office between Ukmerge and
Rokiskis overprinted by a one line violet printing of date
"1941.VI.23", 5 kopecks MUH (300 printed), (PSL p.222)
(illustrated). MUH, mint and fine used. (90 stamps)
$1,000

Ex Ray Kaleda Collection.

Ex Ray Kaleda Collection.

2924*
Lithuania/Poland, a set of 3 of Poland 1923 issues 50,
100 and 200 m. O/P SAMORZAQ WARWISZK (Self
Government), issued March 23-27, 1923, (SG 1-3 [CV
£1600] p.533 Russia Specialistr Cat.). Mint. (3)
$500
Ex Ray Kaleda Collection.
Warwlszki was the neutral zone between Lithuania and Poland that was
occupied by the Poles.

2925
Luxembourg, 1870s-1980s accumulation on 3 hagners
sheets, mostly very fine used with odd mint, many have very
high old CV values marked with the sets inc 1875 ($30),
1882 (set 12) ($175), 1882 officials ($50), 1891-3 ($60),
1921 ($35), 1923 o/print ($50), 1936 ($40), 1930 ($37),
1931 ($75) & more, total prices shown on hagners is $600+.
Mint and used. (130)
$180
2926
Monaco, bulk, 1956 Prince Rainier/Grace Kelly sets
including 15 sets to 100fr in one envelope (CV £81) plus
qty of full sheets of 25 & part sheets in bag inc 1, 2, 3, 5 &
15fr with up to 200 or more of each value, very high CV,
also inc 1956 FDC with 5 issues on cover & 1973 Red Cross
m/s, (CV £23). MUH, used. (1,000+)
$80

lot 2923 part
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2933
Pitcairn Island, a range of issues including UPU (4 sets), silver
wedding, QEII 1953 set to 2/6, M/S, blocks and others, (cat
SG 2007 £350+). MUH. (lot)
$150

2934*
Sarawak, Japanese occupation, 1942 first day cover fixed
with O/P as revenue stamps on Sarawak 4c, 5c, 8c (3, one
with one left hand bar only) 15c, 20c issues, posted with
date 10.2064 from Kuching?. Fine used.
$200

2927*
New Caledonia, 1932 Paris-Noumea flight 40c & 50c O/P
'Paris, Noumea - Vermeilh - Deve - Munch - 5 Avril 1932',
total (CV £800). Toned gum, mint. (2)
$200
2928
New Caledonia, 1933 1st Anniv of Paris - Noumea Flight,
complete set of 26, 75c has chipped corner, otherwise an
excellent set, (CV £684). Fine used, rare. (26)
$200

Note 2 of the 8c Sarawak with additional 'Imperial Japanese Government'
overprints (SG J10).

2935
USA, 1861-1976 Collection in a springback album, mostly
used with some mint, value in early issues, includes selection
of Presidents, Columbian, Trans Miss, Pan-Am Louisiana,
Jamestown, etc, nice coverage 1930s-50s, less coverage in
the later years, also includes selection of Air Mail, Special
Delivery, Internal Revenue and Postage Due. Mint and used.
(600+)
$60

2929
New Zealand, 1930s-1987 collection in two (2) springback
albums, noted a selection of 1930s-40s Health issues
including a large group of early Health m/sheets, also inc
Postage Due's from 1899, stamp duty issues to 4/-, 1931
Arms to 7/- and Ross Dependencies from pre-dec. MUH
and used. (576, 33 m/s, 1 FDC)
$60
2930
New Zealand, stock book of various issues incomplete sets
mint/MUH issues from 1920 - 1953 Coronation noted a
blue Smiling Boy (heavy hinge), 2/- Admiral (no gum), 1936
Industries (2 sets), blocks of 4 1937 Coronation, various
health issues, 1940 definitives hinged, Peace (2 sets) etc;
together with Norfolk Island set 1947-1975 including $1
green Specimen (3 various examples); several Hutt River
sets, and various interesting covers (12) and post cards (5).
Mint and used. (100s)
$150

2936*
USA, Newspaper & Periodicals stamp, 1894, $20 black, perf.
(Scott PR111, cat. $3350). Once lightly hinged, otherwise
fine.
$400
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 111 (lot 3088).

2931
Papua New Guinea, 1952 to June 1988, bulk collection of ex
stamp sellers PNG stock in large stockbook, good quantity
of many issues with better noted inc 1952 7«d, 1/6 & 2/6
(M), 1952 10/- Map (U) (3), 1958-60 7d, 2/5 (5) & 5/- (5)
(M), 1984 K5 B of P (4 MUH, 3 used) & many more inc
Birds, Butterflies, Seashells, Panoramas, Corals etc, this well
stocked album would suit reseller. MUH, mint and used.
(many 100s)
$150

2937
USA, uncut sheets of commemoratives of issues stored in
large cylinders (7) as issued by the United States Postal
Service for Hawaiian Rain Forest 8 sheetlets on one large
poster (FV $37.20); 2 x Longleaf Pine Forest 9 sheetlets (FV
$61.20), Sonoran desert (FV $19.80), Pacific Coast Rain
Forest (FV $19.80), 3 posters and M/S of 9 sheetlets of
Space Discovery (FV $57.20); Arctic Tundra 8 sheetlets as
a poster (FV $29.60); John Wayne 6 sheetlets (FV $44.40),
sheetlets of State greetings (FV $34) and 2 x Bugs Bunny (FV
$39.60); Civil War uncut sheetlets forever stamps x 12 x 6
(?FV $36 (each at 50.c?); Stars and Strips flags (FV $19.80),
Probing Space (2xFV $27), Coral Reef ($57.20), Legends of
Hollywood ($19.80), deep Sea creatures ($39.70), American
Aircraft (FV 37.60), Mars (FV $54), total FV $660. As
described all in large sheets or sheetlets, MUH. (lot)
$200

2932
Omnibus, 1982 21st B/day collection in three (3) SG
matching 'Royal Events' albums with slip covers incomplete
but good range of A-Z countries, some issues still in pkts but
most have been hingeless mounted. MUH. (113 m/sheets/
sheetlets, 240 stamps)
$100
352

2938
USA, sheetlets c.1990s-mid 2000s of assorted different
commemoratives mostly within USPO sealed in plastic and
celephone holders, as packaged items, marked vales with
value over US$700. MUH. (91)
$300

2944
World, airmail range in mini-sheet folder, including Egypt
1933 Aviation Congress fine mint (CV £90), Ireland 1930
Millenary plus Official O/P mint, Japan 1929-34 8«s used
(£50), Poland 1933 Air Race mint, Saar 1934 Plebiscite O/P
mint, etc. Generally fine. (48)
$100

2939
USA, commemorative year books with stamps and sheetlets
1988, 1991-2003 complete, also with Celebrate the Century
album of stamps as sheetlets for each decade; packaged items
of the 'White House 200th Anniversary', Wild Flowers, (64
page and mint pane of 50 stamps); the Trans-Mississippi
Issue 100th anniversary sealed book for 100th anniversary
with reprints of 1898 issues; USA booklet on submarines,
other booklets (8), covers (2) with one 1985 Winter Olympics
gold leaf stamp for 22c; Living Earth (2), each booklet with
stamps that include issues from Australia, Canada, Ireland,
Great Britain and the UN etc; also Our World booklet;
mixed other world issues 8 sets of Togo M/S of 9 stamps
of Princes Di and Indonesia 1995 year pack booklet and
various WWF Indonsia PO pack and mint stamps as blocks
and M/S, c1995-6. MUH. (lot)
$250

part

2945
World, in a very large carton, various assorted albums and
stock books etc; one stock book of British Solomon Islands
KGVI to 10/-, 1935 Jubilee, both sets mint; another album
of Israel in large Scott album with slip case, noted 1st anniv.
M/S (SG 16a, cat £170) and a few others with tabs MUH;
Nauru collection in Seven Seas album 1963-1985 MUH;
Australian Territories 1998, Australia, various collections
and accumulations in albums including collection 19131990, 1/- Anzac perfin, etc (800+); Australia stock of used
decimal from 1966-1968, another used mostly decimal;
Australia Post Office year books 1981, 1998, 2 x 1988 sets of
Australian Bicentennial Collection in slipcases; an important
Australia Flight cover from Melbourne 30 Dec 1932 (fixed
with 3d KGV SG 90) to Santa Barbara via Paris fixed with
2x1.50 air + 1 Fr, dated Paris 28.1.33 and USA stamps 2x2
+1 c Washington stamps Jan 3[1 1933] (illustrated); Australia
SAS 50th anniv. folder; Great Britain Machins in stockbook;
other stockbook of world used; Germany 1948 block, and
Poland 1953 on part envelopes, cover from British Post
Office Casablanca fixed with Morocco 24 x 10 centimes
Coronation O/P and part sheets of MUH Morocco. MUH,
mint and used. (100s)
$200
2946
World, a mix from various countries including Fiji 1935
2d (plate 1A and 2A) blocks 9 each, KGVI 1 1/2d no man
in boat sheet of 60, perf separation and severe gum tone,
UPU in blocks and strips, 1937 Coronation used strips of
12 each; MUH of strips of 1951 Pakistan, Hong Kong 50c
1972 wedding block (22) gum toned MUH; NZ 1985 stamp
pack; Great Britain Post Office packs 1980s (18) including
collector year packs of 1970s; MUH blocks from Libya of
1970s; a quantity (about 70) of covers mostly Great Britain
from 1951 and Qantas flight covers etc. Mixed condition,
MUH and used. (lot)
$100
2947
World, small collections in three albums (two spring back
other The Viceroy Stamp Album); one album includes blocks
and strips of Straits Settlements of QV, includes mint/MUH
SG 63a (4), 65 (4), 66a (4), 67 (4), 68a (4), 70 (4), 86 (4),
87 (4), 95 (4), 96 (3), 103 (4), 104 (4), 108 (7), and others
together with a few Malay states; also in another album as
described collections of Belgium, Australia, Spanish Colonies
(most mint stuck into album). MUH, mint and used some
faults. (100s)
$150

2940
USA, miniature sheets and sheetlets of the 1990s to early
2000s, housed in four folders on Hagner sheets, a few
booklets included, (FV US$1100+). MUH. (several 100)
$300
2941
Vietnam, a range of issues some as blocks with much
duplication claimed CV £570+ (SG 2007). MUH. (21)
$80
2942
Wallis & Futuna, 50F on 48F Sydpex 80 (11 complete sheets)
(CV £1375); Nicaragua M/S of 1949 UPU, 1948 games
(about 30 sheets) (CV £140); Cyprus 1965 M/S Kennedy 20
sheets (CV £65), total CV £1580. MUH. (lot)
$200

part

2943*
World, two small books fixed with assorted issues of mostly
19th century, noted Western Australia one penny black swan
imperf. with close but clear margins (SG 1) (illustrated)
others to 6d swan (3); 4d blue Cape of Good Hope triangles
(2, one with clear margins), (SG 6); India one anna red
(SG 12); other early issues from Grenada Chalon head (2)
and New Zealand 6d brown imperf, Britannia seated from
Barbados (2) and Trinidad (2), other Australian State issues
(6), St. Helena (10), Seychelles (8), Sierra Leone mostly mint
(12) including 6d purple mint (SG 1), others from Southern
Rhodesia, Swaziland, Zanzibar (5) and Zululand (5). Mint
and used. (67)
$200

353

2955
World, world stamp covers and post cards, also includes
early Great Britain issues from 1826 also Queen Victoria
covers with a additional good range of issues from other
countries. Used. (42)
$100

2948
World, 1981 Royal Wedding selection on Hagner sheets,
includes m/s, covers and booklets, good lot for resale. MUH.
(100s)
$100
2949
World, Russia, Imperial, three and a half roubles, 1917
(SG122A), half sheet, folded along perf at centre; Zimbabwe,
revenue stamps c2006, one thousand dollars block of six,
and one hundred dollars block of six. MUH. (half sheet &
2 blocks)
$90

2956
World, a black binder with plastic sheets containing Hagner
pages of m/s, sheetlets and stamps from mainly Europe and
Commonwealth countries, many priced to sell, suit reseller,
minor duplication. MUH, mint and used. (approx 138 m/s
& sheetlets not counting stamps)
$100

2950
World, an assortment of issues many as sets including Faroe
Islands, others from Antigua, Hungary, Nauru, Greenland,
Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Norfolk Island, Samoa, Gibraltar,
Fiji, PNG, etc., claimed CV £800+. MUH. (100s)
$180

2957
World, assorted issues mostly off paper, strong for Europe
including Hungary, Romania, stored in boxes and large
quantity of 1950-60s packet material, envelopes filled with
much pre WWII used from European states with some still
on paper. Used. (1,000s)
$80
2958
World stamps, in two large cartons, mostly twentieth century
low values, including Australia, Austria, China (including
several scarce early 1970s issues), Great Britain, Italy, Japan,
Malaysia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, USA, all
housed in eleven albums also world banknotes Zambia in
another album (25) includes Australia, Brazil, Fiji, Peru, etc
in a green album. Used - MUH. (100s)
$100

part

DOCUMENTS

2951*
World, small packets of stamps mint and used from various
countries c.1960s-1970s with some duplication, covers
including Hong Kong used covers (43) c.1970-2012 and a
few earlier c.1940s (one illustrated fixed with 2x$2 SG 158,
and 80c SG 154, airmail to Switzerland), also a quantity of
GB aerogrammes unused. Mint, used. (approx 200)
$50

2959
Great Britain, James I, small vellum indenture, 1604, James
Browne of Dorset, written in Latin, with signatories mark.
Age toned, very good.
$250

2952
World, five large stock books containing thematic stamps
(animals) and Australian, kangaroos and KGV used including
quantities of 1d red and green OS perf issues, another with
commems of 1930s, KGV, also noted 1/- Lyre bird O/P OS
and other Australian pre-decimal used; another stockbook
of decimal used, another of recent Norfolk Island MUH in
blocks M/S etc (FV $59), and another stockbook of world
used. MUH and used. (100s)
$100

2960
Great Britain, vellum Indenture in respect of property, dated
5 May in eleventh year of the reign of William III (1700),
between Gregory Miller of Plympton St Mary in the County
of Devon and William Warring of Plympton Earle (now
Erle) in the County of Miller, signed and sealed by Gregory
Miller and with other relevant signatures, with duty stamps
affixed. Heavily age toned on back, otherwise very good
and scarce.
$150

2953
World, assorted issued in Chinese stock books (10) including
Australia (some mint/MUH over $100 FV) and a about (30)
Hagner maximum sheets with stamps mostly Australia and a
few stamp catalogues. Mostly used from assorted countries.
(100s)
$100
2954
World, accumulation of world covers from USA, South
Africa, GB and others, includes a number of USA censor
covers Queen Victoria to 1950s, interesting lot. Used. (31)
$80

2961
Great Britain, Queen Anne, large vellum Indenture, dated
27 September 1706, for purchase from John Smith, Glover
of Kingsland in the County of Hereford to William Powell,
Blacksmith of Kingsland in the same county, with Royal
arms drawn at top left and with affixed duty stamps, signed
by all parties and with relevant endorsements on back.
Heavily age toned and some staining particularly on back,
otherwise good.
$120
354

2967
Great Britain, large vellum, 1743, Probate of the Will of
Elias Wakeham, Locksmith of Birmingham in the County
of Warwick, with affixed probate and affixed duty stamp
and impressed wax seal of probate office (seal deteriorated
with age); large vellum Indentures for Further Charge on an
estate called Howden in the Parish of Norton and freehold
offices, warehouses and cellars in Stockton in the County
of Durham from Thomas Hutchinson to William Trevenen
and another, two documents, one with drawing of property
location and dated 26 March 1868 for securing £500 and
interest, the other dated 1 November 1875 for securing
£1,000 and interest, both duly signed and sealed and with
affixed duty stamps. Age toning and some foxing, the first
heavily, otherwise good - fine. (3)
$150

2962
Great Britain, massive multiple page vellum Indenture
quinquepartite, 1713, relating to marriage settlement of Sir
Edmund Anderson and Elizabeth Dean, made in twelfth year
of the reign of our Sovereign Lady Anne, - November 1713,
between Sir Edmond Anderson of Bedford Row in the Parish
of St Andrews, Holborn in the County of Middlesex, William
Harvey the Elder of Chigwell, County of Essex, and his wife
Elizabeth, Henry Thompson of County York, and Oliver
Marton of the Middle Temple, London, with this agreement
referring to another tripartite, with Royal arms drawn at
top left corner of document, with relevant affixed revenue
stamps, on back is marked by those acting on behalf of Sir
Edmund Anderson, 'not executed'. Age toning and some
small holes, mainly on folds, otherwise very good.
$300
2963
Great Britain, paper Obligation Bond, 20 June 1716, James
Potter the Elder and Younger to Mr Griffon, on paper with
watermark, 'CAW', signed and sealed and with impressed
duty stamps; 23 May 1724, Lostrange Scarlett to George
Wogg, Colchester in County of Essex, signed and sealed
and with impressed duty stamps; another paper Obligation
Bond, 22 March 1725, by Mr Scarlett to Mr Wayland, signed
and sealed and with impressed duty stamps; another paper
Obligation Bond, 3 August 1725, Lostrange Scarlett to John
Wayland, West Mersey in County of Essex, signed and sealed
and with impressed duty stamps, the last three on paper with
Irish Pro Patria watermark of Nun family, Millmount Mill,
Rockbrook, County Dublin. Age toning and some small
paper loss on some folds, otherwise fine. (4)
$170

2968
Great Britain, vellum Indenture quadrupartite, 1743, in
sixteenth year of the Reign of George II, between Hopkin
Thomas, Clerk of Barkly in County of Leicester of the
first part, Thomas Poughfor, gentleman of the Burrough
of Leicester, in the County of Leicester of the second part,
Ambrose Saunders, Esquire of Stoke Golding in the County
of Leicester of the third part, and Shuckbrugh Ashby,
gentleman of Melton Mowbray, in the same county of
the fourth part, dated 18 March 1743, for Mr Thomas's
assignment of Mr Poughfor's mortgage to Mr Ashby, signed
and sealed by relevant parties and with affixed duty stamps.
Age toning, otherwise fine.
$100
Shuckbrugh Ashby (1724-1792) was educated at Balliol College, Oxford. He
inherited the Quenby estate from his great-uncle in 1728. As well as being a
landowner he was also High Sherrif of Leicestershire (1758-59) and Member
of Parliament for Leicester in 1784.

2964
Great Britain, very large 3-page vellum Indenture Tripartite,
dated 25 March 1719, between Samuel Turner late of
County of Chester now of Saint Clement Danes in County
of Middlesex, Toby Parker of the County of Chester, and
William Watts also of the County of Chester, in relation to
settlement of estate debts with other parties, with Royal arms
drawn at top left and with affixed duty stamps, signed and
sealed by all parties and with relevant receipt endorsements
on back. Age toning, otherwise fine.
$250

2969
Great Britain, large 2-page paper Indenture, dated 21
February 1748, and another 5-page paper Indenture, dated
22 February 1748, being in respect of settlement of a will
between Francis Whitford, Gentleman of Ashford in the
County of Kent and Thomas Ashford, Gentleman of same
place being surviving sons and co-heirs in gavelkind of
William Whitford late of Ashford, both duly signed; also
large vellum Indenture, dated 12 February 1902, being
a Deed of Dissolution of Partnership between John Bird
Haslock and Charles William Haslock and Alfred James
Haslock, all manufacturers of Crewherne in the County of
Somerset, with duty stamps affixed and relevant signatures
and endorsements. The first with a tear on a fold on one
page, age toning, otherwise fine. (2)
$100

2965
Great Britain, vellum Indenture, 1723, between William
Preston, Yeoman of South House, Parish of Horton, County
of York and Thomas Preston, his son re father's property,
dated 29 February 1723, signed and sealed by William
Preston, with drawing of Royal arms at top left corner,
affixed 2 x 6 (VI) duty stamps, with relevant registration
recording at Wakefield on 2 April 1724. Age toned, short
paper split near duty stamps and a few other small holes on
document, otherwise very good.
$120
2966
Great Britain, George II, large vellum Indenture for Release
of Mortgage, dated 29 October 1734, between Isaac Burton
of Waltham in the County of Essex and his wife Sarah of
the one part and John Jugree of Standford (Stanford) Rivers
in same county of the second part, with small Royal arms
drawn at top left along with a lion and unicorn and scroll
work, signed and sealed by the Burtons with Sarah's mark,
with affixed duty stamps and with endorsements on back.
Age toning, a few oval holes, otherwise fine.
$120

2970
Great Britain, large 2-page vellum Indenture, dated 10
October 1750, for Assignment and Ratification by way
of mortgage, by Richard Philps, Shipwright and Joshua
Woodman, Marriner (sic), both of Portsea in County of
Southtow(n) (sic) to William William Pike, Esquire of same
location, with Royal arms drawn at top left and with affixed
duty stamps, signed and sealed by all parties. Age toning and
loss of paper on corners of some folds, otherwise fine.
$100
355

2976
George III, printed document (approx 44.5x54cm), 1774, a
Proclamation by the King for the recall of all underweight
guinea, half-guinea and quarter-guinea gold coins for
recoining and the non-acceptance of such underweight gold
coins for payments of accounts and taxes, and for the loss
arriving from the deficiency and recoinage to be borne by
the public, dated at Our Court at St.James's, twenty fourth
day of June, one thousand seven hundred and seventy-four,
in the Fourteenth Year of Our Reign, document printed by
Charles Eyre and William Strahan, printers to the King. Some
paper loss at edges and a few water stains at edges, folds and
age toning, otherwise fine and scarce.
$250

2971
Great Britain, York, vellum Indenture, 1761, for lease
for a year from Jonathon Priestley, Merchant of Leeds to
John Sharpe, Merchant and John Clayton, Yeoman, both
of Southowram, dated 20 July 1761, signed and sealed by
Jonathon Priestly, with affixed revenue stamps, drawing of
Royal arms at top left and with relevant registration notation;
vellum Indenture for lease for a year of a messuage tenement
and premises in Scosthrop & Airton from Thomas Booth,
Cooper of Leeds to Thomas Preston, Yeoman of Scosthrop
in the Parish of Kirkby in Malhamdale, dated 7 July 1783,
signed and sealed by Thomas Booth, with affixed revenue
stamps, drawing of Royal arms at top left and with relevant
registration notation. Age toning, otherwise fine. (2)
$150
2972
Great Britain, York, vellum Proof of Will, 4 February 1761,
for John Swire late of Skipton in Diocese of York, with
affixed duty stamps and also seal of office of the Exchequer
Court and signature of Deputy Register (sic); paper Indenture
for securing a debt due by a deceased estate, 26 July 1904, by
Ellen Collins, Widow of Kensington in County of London,
with impressed duty stamp and affixed stamp and sealed
signatures of all parties involved, together with an original
promissory note dated 21 December 1892 to which the above
Indenture applies, with endorsement on back for payment.
Age toning on first, otherwise very good - very fine. (3)
$130

2977
Great Britain, vellum indenture, 1775, for purchase of
property at Durham County by Ralph Harrison from
Marmaduke Chapman, dated 20 April 1775, signed and
sealed by Marmaduke Chapman, top left corner with
drawing of royal arms and decorative scroll work, with 3
x sixpence (VI) duty stamps affixed. Age toned, otherwise
fine.
$120

2978
Great Britain, large multi page vellum Indenture of three
parts, 1779, for Deed of Covenant for usage of dwelling
houses or tenements with orchard gardens, malting
brownhouse, stables and appurtenances, between John
Cornforth and others to Thomas Colpitts, dated 15 August
1779, with small Royal arms drawn at top left and signed
and sealed by all parties, with affixed duty stamp. Age toning
and some spotting on outside, otherwise fine.
$120

2973
Great Britain, large vellum Indenture, 1765, being
an agreement of five parts between William Mayo of
Charmouth, County of Dorset and his marriage to Sarah
already solemnized and four other parties, dated 16 March
1765, for use of messuage and lands, with Royal arms drawn
at top left and signed and sealed by all parties, with affixed
duty stamp, on reverse marked Release in Fee for suffering
a Recovery as to the use of a messuage and lands; large
vellum Indenture being an agreement of four parts between
Joseph and John Hall and another to William Northgate,
dated 21 October 1808, for sale of rights to use of a barn
and land at High Closes in Parish of Horsley, County of
Derby, with small Royal arms drawn at top left and signed
and sealed by all parties, with affixed duty stamp, back
with all relevant endorsements and signatures. Age toning,
otherwise fine. (2)
$150

2979
Great Britain, Norfolk, large vellum Indenture, 1784, for
lease between William Browne, Gentleman of Shelton in the
County of Norfolk and John Mears, Farmer of Redenhall
with Harleston in same county, dated 29 December 1784,
with small Royal arms drawn at top left and signed and
sealed by John Mears, with affixed duty stamps; Gloucester,
large vellum Indenture for Feoffment of premises in the
Parish of Newent between Thomas Murrell, labourer of
the City of Glocester (sic) and William James, Plumber and
Glazier of the same city, dated 6 May 1785, signed and sealed
by the mark of Thomas Murrell, with affixed duty stamps
and various endorsement on back. Age toning, the first with
foxing, otherwise very good - fine. (2)
$150

2974
Great Britain, large vellum Indenture, dated 13 January
1766, for sale of property between Thomas Mead, Yeoman
of Tathrulior (?) in County of Bedford and his wife Elizabeth
and Richard Bull, Carrier of Stewkly in County of Bucks
(Buckinghamshire), with affixed duty stamp and signed and
sealed with relevant endorsement on back. Heavily age toned
on back, otherwise very good.
$80

2980
Great Britain, itemised doctor's account of four and a half
parchment pages, 1785-1786, listing all treatments and visits
by J.Outhwaite to Rich: Wainmann Esq, at end of the account
is written, 'Paid by me, John Smith March 12 1787', on the
back of the document is written, '1785 A Doctors Bill!!!', the
pages have been removed from a book and stiched together
lightly at left edge. Good fine.
$70

2975
Great Britain, large vellum Indenture, 1732, for lease
of messuages or Tudor cottages and lands at County of
Carwarden, South Wales, between Phillip Roberts and his
wife Ann, County of Buffs and Richard Smith of Enderby,
County of Leicester, 23 May 1732, signed and sealed by
Phillip and Ann Roberts, revenue stamps affixed, with Royal
arms drawn at top left corner of document. Age toning,
otherwise fine.
$100
356

2981
Great Britain, document dated 30 April 1793 of Sir James
Sanderson Knight, Lord Mayor of the City of London,
whereby his late Majesty King George the second instituted
an act for the more easy recovery of debts in His Majesty's
Plantations and Colonies in America, certified that Conrad
Coulhurst appeared before him and the Lord Mayor caused
the Seal of the Office of Mayoralty of the said City of London
to be affixed and the document being an Indenture of Lease to
be annexed, with impressed paper seal affixed at one side and
the document written under signature of Windale, document
on paper with one of the earliest known and scarcest of the
Britannia watermark types, also with impressed duty stamp
at top left. Loss of paper at left edge, paper split near seal and
small split at right lower edge, otherwise fine and scarce.
$150

2985
Great Britain, small vellum document dated 25 May 1801
for Mortgage Surrender from John Tucker, Collarmaker of
Beaminster in County of Dorset to William Clarke, Esquire
of Beaminster in same county re settlement of estate of
John Tucker's father, with duty stamps affixed and relevant
signatures and endorsements; also small official record of
Agreement of Quit Claim on vellum for settlement of a
debt in Court of Pleas at Durham in respect of an estate,
dated 12 October, with payment of one hundred marks of
silver. Age toning and the first with some holes at left side,
otherwise fine. (2)
$80

Conrad Coulthurst was Chief Clerk in the office of lawyer, Mr Woodcock.

2986
Great Britain, Mile End Tavern, large vellum Indenture, 1804,
for release of a messuage and its appurtenances at Portsea,
dated 20 September 1804, from James Spear, oarmaker and
his trustee to Sir John Carter, County Gentleman and his
trustee, signed and sealed by relevant parties, with affixed
duty stamp. Age toning and small Royal arms drawing very
faded, otherwise fine.
$100

2982
Great Britain, vellum Indenture, 1795, involving John
Morland of Capplethwaite Hall, Parish of Kirkby Lonsdale,
County of Westmoreland, William Atkinson of Chancery
lane, London and Alan Chambre of Gray's Inn, County of
Middlesex for Release of an Estate at Calton to make tenant
to the proccipe for suffering a Common Recovery, dated in
35th year of Reign of King George III, dated 19 February
1795, signed and sealed by all parties, Royal arms drawn in
top left corner, stamp duties affixed and details of registration
recorded. Age toned on outside, otherwise fine.
$100

2987
Great Britain, large vellum indenture, 1807, for Mortgage
of premises at Warbleton between Thomas Forster, Yeoman
of Warbleton, County of Sussex to John Reeves, Yeoman
also of Warbleton, dated 25 December 1807, with small
Royal arms drawn at top left and signed and sealed by all
parties, with affixed duty stamp; large vellum Indenture for
Assignment of a cottage and premises in Parsonage Barn
Street in Crewkerne, Somerset for a term of 1,000 years,
between George Hilborne Jolliffe, Gentleman and Eliza his
wife to John Stoodley, Mason, dated 10 November 1834,
with small Royal arms drawn at top left and signed and
sealed by all parties, with affixed duty stamp. The last with
some burn marks and a holed area, good, the other is good
fine. (2)
$150

2983
Great Britain, vellum Indenture, dated 22 March 1796,
Release to be Enrolled, by Thomas Shepperson and Lydia
Maria, his wife, of Dove Lane in Parish of Saint Peters of
Mancroft in City of Norwich to Frances Howlett of Kings
Lynn in County of Norfolk, with affixed duty stamps, signed
and sealed and with relevant endorsements one of which at
bottom front reads - Enrolled according to the Custom of the
Borough of King's Lynn in the County of Norfolk the thirtyfirst-day of March one thousand seven hundred and ninety
six, signed personally by R. Whincop, Town Clerk; large
vellum Indenture, dated 13 March 1833, for Assignment of
a Mortgage on premises in Warbleton for securing a debt,
from Robert Reeves, Yeoman of Cluddingly in the County
of Sussex executor of John Reeves deceased to Miss Ann
Reeves, with small Royal arms drawn at top left and with
affixed duty stamp, signed by all parties and with relevant
endorsements on back. The first heavily age toned and some
staining particularly on back, otherwise good - fine. (2)
$130

2988
Great Britain, large vellum Indenture, 24 April 1811, for
lease from Richard Laycock to William Davis of a piece of
ground with two messuages on the east side of Turnpike
Road leading from Islington to Holloway in the Parish of St
Mary Islington, County of Middlesex for 98 years expiring
Lady Day 1909 (i.e. 25 March), signed and sealed by relevant
parties and with revenue stamps affixed and a drawing of
land layout; another vellum Indenture for sale of land called
Little Mill Hill Close in Oldcoats, Parish of Blyth, County
of Nottingham, by John Glossop, Gentleman of Harthill,
County of York to Samuel Gray, Farmer of Clayworth,
County of Nottingham, dated 29 January 1838, with small
Royal arms drawn at top left and signed and sealed by John
Glossop, with affixed duty stamp. The first well aged and
toned, the second with some holes on folds, otherwise very
good - fine. (2)
$150

2984
Great Britain, Bond for purchase, dated 18 July 1801,
from John Butler Pomfret of Tenterden, County of Kent
to Chalkloy Gould of Loughton, County of Essex, with
impressed revenue stamp; large vellum Indenture 1 June 1831
between Samuel Prince, Labourer of Roundham, Parish of
Crewkerne, County of Somerset and Elizabeth Prince his
daughter, and Edward Murly, Gentleman of Crewkerne,
for Demise of a cottage and garden at Roundham for 1,000
years upon the trusts within expressed, signed and sealed by
Samuel and Elizabeth Prince, revenue stamps affixed, other
relevant signatures and statement. The last with a few small
water stains, otherwise fine. (2)
$120
357

2989
Great Britain, Dorset, vellum Indenture of Admission, Manor
of Beaminster Secunda, dated 8 November 1815 for William
Pope, examined and enrolled by John Baugen Russell, with
affixed stamp duty; another vellum Indenture of Admission,
Manor of Beaminster Secunda, dated 20 April 1809, Thomas
Conway to Messrs Simon Read and James Read, signed by
relevant parties, with affixed duty stamp and endorsement
on back. Age toning, the second with foxing, otherwise very
good - fine. (2)
$80

2993
Great Britain, Norfolk Estuary Company, share certificate
no.3695 for one certificate of a £50 share, dated 27 February
1847, named to Edward Mortimer Green of Ashby de la
Zouch, Leicestershire, Solicitor, with vignette at side, printed
by Smith and Ebbs, Tower-hill, London, with fine impressed
seal of Norfolk Estuary Company and on watermarked paper
of Smith & Ebbs, signed by Thomas Wing. Two pin holes
at left corner, otherwise very fine.
$50

2990
Great Britain, large 2-page vellum Indenture, 1819, for
Release by way of Mortgage wit a power of Sale, between
Thomas Gibbons late of Sutton in the County of Hereford
and now of Saint Giles in the City of Oxford and the
Reverend William Browne of Holywell in the said city, dated
10 December 1819, with small Royal arms drawn at top
left and signed and sealed by Thomas Gibbons, with affixed
duty stamps and with endorsement on back. Age toning,
otherwise good fine.
$90

2994
Great Britain, vellum Married Women Deeds, Court of
Common Pleas, 31 October 1850 for Sarah Grantham for
premises in Parish of Leatherhead in County of Surrey;
8 May 1871 for Elizabeth Emma Hatton for premises in
Parish of Hurstpierpoint in County of Sussex and in the
Parish of Brighton in County of Sussex; 12 May 1871 for
Patience Medland for premises in Borough of East Love
in County of Cornwall; 31 July 1875 for Mary June Burg
for premises in and near Town of Wrexham in County of
Denleigh, Wales, each of two pages, the last three with
affixed duty stamps, signed by all applicants, witnesses
and Perpetual Commissioners. Age toning, the second with
foxing, otherwise very good - fine. (4)
$70

The Norfolk Estuary Company was founded in 1847 under an Act that
allowed them to work on the outfall of the River Ouse and reclaim land from
the Wash. In 1964 the company was sold to the Commissioners of Crown
Estates and wound up in 1967.

2991
Great Britain, large 4-page vellum Indenture, dated 12
January 1833, for securing an Annuity, from Captain
William Horton of Caynton House in Parish of Beckbury in
the County of Salop (now Shropshire) and his wife Frances
Elizabeth (formery Davies) to George Robinson of Dunstall
in the County of Stafford, with small Royal arms drawn at
top left and with affixed duty stamps, signed and sealed by
all parties and with relevant receipt endorsements on back.
Age toning, otherwise fine.
$120

2995
Great Britain, vellum Married Women Deeds, Court of
Common Pleas, 7 April 1865 for Margaret Wilson for
premises in West Riding in County of York; 28 April 1865 for
Mary Williams for premises in Parish of Aber in County of
Carnarvon; 11 October 1873 for Alethia Cave for premises
in Parish of Camberwell in County of Surrey; 31 July 1875
for Sarah Grace for premises in Parish of Warfield in County
of Berks(hire), each of two pages, the last two with affixed
duty stamps, signed by all applicants, witnesses and Perpetual
Commissioners. Age toning, one heavily toned on outside,
otherwise very good - fine. (4)
$70

Captain William Horton (died 1844) owned Heath House as well as Caynton
House in Beckbury.

2996
Great Britain, very large 2-page vellum Indenture, 1869,
between The Right Honorable William Walter Earl of
Dartmouth, Lessor and Edward Capps, Architect of
Forest Hill in the Parish of Lewisham in Kent and Joseph
Frederick Capps, Wine Merchant and Lessee of Bayswater in
Middlesex, for lease of a piece of ground and four messuages
thereon at Park Road Villas, Dartmouth Park, Forest Hill,
Kent, dated 16 October 1869, signed under seal by Joseph
F.Capps, with affixed duty stamps and drawing of land parcel
and registration recording. Very fine.
$100

2992
Great Britain, large vellum Indenture, dated 20 September
1840, for Assignment of a farm of 1,000 years in premises
in Warbleton Upon Trust to attend the Inheritance, between
Luke Lade, Yeoman of Hailsham in County of Sussex and
Thomas Foster, Blacksmith of Brighthelmstone in same
county, James Burgess, Bricklayer of Warbleton in same
county and Samuel Sinnock, Gentleman of Hailsham in same
county, marked on back, 'Mr Luke Lade (Administrator of
Ann Lade deceased) to Mr Samuel Sinnock; another large
2-page vellum Indenture for Assignment & Confirmation
in respect of previous document, dated 30 September 1840,
both documents with small Royal arms drawn at top left
and signed and sealed by respective parties, with affixed
duty stamps and with endorsements on back. Minimal age
toning, otherwise good fine. (2)
$120

2997
Ireland, Indenture for five years as an apprentice, 1837,
by William Stevenson Andrews to James Andrews the
younger of 49 Summer Hill, Dublin to learn the business
and profession of an Attorney, dated 23 November 1837,
impressed revenue stamp of $50 and with seal stamp of James
Andrews (JA) beside all signatories. Fine.
$80

358

2998
Great Britain, Durham, copy Probate of the Will of Joseph
Frank of Stockton in the County of Durham, testator died 30
June 1842, proved 22 October 1842 in Prerogative Court of
York; Additional Abstract of Title to certain freehold Lands
at Norton in the County of Durham belonging to Mr Thomas
Fox, 12 & 13 May 1818; vellum Probate of the Will of Mr
Charles Wharton, 31 October 1860, with affixed separate
large probate office impressed seal and relevant stamp duty
and other official stamps by the Court of Probate, Durham
Registry. The first with tears on folds, otherwise very good
- good fine. (3)
$100

3002
Colony of New South Wales, Lease and Release (2), 10th &
11th January 1840, and 17th March 1840, between William
Hart and Lewis Barnett and Conveyance, 19th and 20th
May 1840, between William Hart and Gordon Sandeman,
all relating to land in the County of Cumberland, along
Liverpool Road; Lease of Land for 99 years at Bishopsgate
in the Parish of Petersham, between the Bishop of Sydney,
Reverend Frederick Barker and Miss Susan Miller of
Balmain, 2nd April 1856, with Seal of the Bishop of Sydney
affixed; Conveyance, of land in the Parish of Willoughby,
between Messrs Edward Lord and Thomas Allwright Dibbs
nd Thomas Etherington, 20th February 1868; Assignment of
Leasehold, between Herbert John Miller, timber merchant
and Henry Punter, builder, 13th May 1911, relating to the
land leased by Susan Miller from the Bishop of Sydney. Some
silverfish damage on fourth document, foxing, otherwise
good. (6)
$120

2999
Ireland, large vellum Probate, 1870, of the Last Will and
Testament of The Reverend John Frederick Lloyd, Rector
of Kirk Ireton in Derbyshire, dated 10 May1870, with
separate attached document from Her Majesty's Court
of Probate, Ireland, The Principal Registry, Dublin, with
affixed two separate large probate office impressed seals; also
Power of Attorney, from Shapland Swing of Cheltenham,
administrator of Eleanor Wilkinson late of Dublin and
executor of Annie Wilkinson appointing Graves Edward
Seaught of Dublin his lawful Attorney, dated 11 July 1862,
sign and sealed and stamped in Dublin 20.6.62. Both with
some age toning, the first with some holes on folds and some
water staining, good - fine. (2)
$120

3003
Territory of New South Wales, Land Grant by Purchase of a
Town Allotment by Public Auction in the town of Broulee,
County of St Vincent, by William Hindson and Henry
Eldred Hindson, on vellum, signed and sealed by Governor
Sir George Gipps, 31st March 1841. With folds and some
foxing along edges, good very fine.
$100
3004
Colony of New South Wales, 4-page fold-out vellum
indenture, 1869, for purchase and settlement of land in
County of Macquarie (Port Macquarie) by Archibald Blair
Ewan from Richard Meares, dated 22 November 1869, also
mentioned is auctioneer, Charles Doust, signed and sealed
by Richard Meares, with relevant duty stamps affixed, also
relevant government recording. Age toned on outside, writing
faded, otherwise fine.
$120

3000
Ireland, In High Court of Justice in Ireland, King's Bench
Division, 27 September 1902, No.12028, Statement of
Claim between Marie Josephine Galabrun, plaintiff and
Bruce & Symes & Williams, defendants; also in the same
case No.12028, Certificate of Taxation document with
affixed and impressed revenue stamps; also Case to lawyer
for opinion, includes a draft of the Will of Charles Norgate,
Draft Grant Assignment and Rebate to the Trustees of the
Will and at the end an Opinion written by G.W.Hemming,
dated 8 December 1874, noted one representing lawyer from
East Dereham, Norfolk. Fine. (3)
$70

3005
Colony of New South Wales, 4-page fold-out vellum
indenture, 1870, for purchase and settlement of land in
the Parish of Field of Mars (Pennant Hills) by Edmund
Mason from John Hackett, dated 18 October 1870, also
mentioned is auctioneer, Charles Doust, signed and sealed
by all parties, with relevant duty stamps affixed (one missing
from 3rd page), also The Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney impressed paper seal attached with confirmation that
mortgage has been paid in full, also all relevant government
recordings and stampings. Age toned, otherwise fine.
$120

3001
Australia, Bill of Lading dated at Melbourne, January 23,
1866 for five trunks of merchandise to be shipped via SS
Havilah to Launceston, Tasmania, steamship design in top
left corner; also Bill of Exchange of Bank of Australasia,
Elizabeth Street, Melbourne, dated 6th July 1897, for five
hundred pounds to order of Richard Hornsby & Sons
Limited, directed to Bank of Australasia, London, vignette
at left featuring the bank's seal as the centre piece, on Bank
of Australasia watermarked paper. The first with a few pin
holes, otherwise fine - very fine. (2)
$100

3006
Colony of New South Wales, 4-page fold-out vellum
indenture, 1900, for conveyance of various parcels of land
in Glen Ewan Estate, Parish of Macquarie, County of
Macquarie (Port Macquarie) by James Ewan, merchant of
Sydney, and Archibald Manson Ewan of Sydney, Station
Manager, Augusta Elizabeth Gregg of Sydney wife of
Ashton Hall Gregg of Sydney, Bank Officer and James
Godfrey Macquarie Ewan, Gentleman of Sydney, in respect
of a dispute of the will of Archibald Blair Ewan, dated 22
November 1900, signed and sealed by James Ewan, with
relevant duty stamps affixed, also relevant government
recording. Age toning, otherwise fine.
$140

Richard Hornsby & Sons was an engine and machinery manufacturer in
Lincolnshire, England.

359

3007
New South Wales, a small 4-page fold-out Indenture of
Conveyance for sale of five and a half acres of land at Castle
Hill to Robert Peacock Lamplough for £95.0.0 sterling by
Henry James, administrator of the Estate of John James the
Elder and Elizabeth James, widow of the said John James,
dated 14 June 1901, with impressed duty stamp for ten
shillings affixed, signed and sealed by Henry and Elizabeth
James, also impressed seal and signature of Deputy Registrar
General; another vellum Indenture of Conveyance for sale of
the same property by Robert Peacock Lamplough, formerly
of Castle Hill but now of Coranbong (sic), to Edith Elizabeth
Eleanor Muir, wife of Andrew Vance Muir of Francis Street
Rookwood, Postmaster, for £265.0.0, a large fold-out 3-page
document dated 6 September 1905, signed and sealed by
R.P. Lamplough, with stamp duty of one pound ten shillings
and stamp of N.S.W. Department of Stamp Duties, also
impressed seal and signature of Deputy Registrar General.
Very fine. (2)
$50

3010
Colony of New Zealand, vellum 4-page Conveyance of
Sections, 1872, of land at North Harbour and Blueskin
District, Otago by George William Mason, settler of Deborah
Bay Lower Harbour, Otago to his wife, Henrietta Mason
in consideration of the natural love which he bears to her
and for diverse good causes, dated 17 August 1872, signed
by George William Mason, with affixed duty stamps and
drawings of land sections, stamped by Registrar of Deeds.
Some colour fading on outside, otherwise very fine.
$140
3011
New Zealand, vellum Conveyance, 1879, by William Royce,
Merchant of Dunedin to William Watson, Wharf Carter of
Dunedin a parcel of land at Queens Avenue, Dunedin, dated
18 June 1879, signed by William Royce, with affixed duty
stamps and scarce Land Tax stamps for 4 and 10 shillings,
includes drawings of land parcel, stamped by Registrar of
Deeds. Some colour fading on outside, otherwise fine.
$200

Robert Peacock Lamplough was born at Mt Egerton, Victoria in 1873. On
16 January 1899 he married Minnie James at Seventh Day Adventist Church,
Kellyville, NSW. Minnie James was born at Baulkham Hills, NSW on 28
December 1879 and died on 8 March 1959 at Cooronbong.

3012
New Zealand, vellum Deed of Conveyance, dated 7 February
1902, between Charlotte Anne Wyatt Chambers, widow
formerly of Abingdon Berks but now of Bedford in the
County of Bedfordshire in England and His Majesty The
King, for purchase of allotment 62 (approx 39 acres) in
Parish of Titirangi in the County of Eden together with all
rights and appertenances thereunto, signed by her attorney
operating under Power of Attorney, Thomas Buddle and
Charles Frederick Buddle of Auckland, with affixed 2x2/6d
duty stamps and with drawing of allotment on front of
document and stamp of Registrar Auckland on reverse as
well as signature of J.A.Tole, Crown Solicitor, Auckland,
also marked in red on front, 3467 Cradock Estate. Some
foxing, otherwise fine.
$200

3008
New South Wales, vellum Indenture, a medium sized 2page fold-out document between Henry Vale, gentleman, of
Auburn and his stepson, George Grove Brookes, Engineer,
of Auburn for the sale of a parcel of land at Alfred Street,
Auburn, dated 7 July 1902, with impressed and affixed
one pound duty stamp, signed and sealed by Henry Vale,
also outside with impressed stamp and signature of Deputy
Registrar General. Good fine.
$50

Charlotte Anne Wyatt Chambers, widow of the late Reverend James
Chambers of the Island of St Helena, died on 14 September 1909 at Bedford,
England.

Henry Vale was born at London in 1835 and arrived in Sydney in about
1855. Upon arrival he worked with the Railway Department as an engineer
in the locomotive branch. In 1865 he commenced business with a partner
in Druitt Street, Sydney, trading as Vale and Lacy. This firm built the first
locomotive ordered in the State, and also manufactured the first locomotive
engines for the New South Wales Government. After his partner died, Mr.
Vale shifted the works to Pyrmont and several years later relocated to Auburn
where the firm of Henry Vale and Sons was established. He retired in 1905
and the business was operated by his sons as H.J. and F.J.Vale. Henry died
at Strathfield in December 1922.

3013
New Zealand, Deed of Conveyance, 25 July 1910, between
William Dryden, bricklayer of Dunedin in first part, John
Dryden, bricklayer of Dunedin in the second part, The
Dunedin Star Bowkett Building Society in the third part,
and John Mathews, currier and Ann Mathews his wife in
the fourth part, for sale by Dryden to Mathews of several
parcels of land in Duke Street, Dunedin, included on the
document is drawn details of land, signed by all parties, with
impressed seal of building society and stamp of Registrar of
Deeds, Otago, affixed are three revenue stamps for 10 and
3 pounds and two shillings and sixpence. Very fine.
$120

3009
New South Wales, Indenture for Deed of Partnership between
Henry Arthur George Smithers and George Henry Walker
trading as Smithers and Walker, cnr of King (no.2) and
Forbes Street, Newtown, Estate and Business Agents and
Auctioneers, large handwritten 2-pages on 4-page fold-over
ruled paper document dated 1 March 1909, signed and sealed
by both parties; Will of Henry Arthur George Smithers, 55
Brown Street, Newtown, handwritten 1-page fold-over on 4page ruled paper document dated 9 November 1909, signed
by Smithers and witnessed by D.E.Burns, solicitor, 4 Rowe
Street, Sydney; with envelope addressed to D.E.Burns and
note paper under heading of D.E.Burns, with notations on
back. Fine - very fine. (4)
$50

3014
New Zealand, Napier, vellum Trust Declaration, 1915, of
Marion McLean (the Settlor) formerly of Havelock North
now of Hastings to Thomas Parker of Napier, Merchant
Tailor and Patrick Stirling McLean (the Trustee) of Napier,
Solicitor, deed relating to various property holdings, dated 22
December 1915, with affixed five New Zealand duty stamps
for 50, 30, and 2 pounds and 9 shillings and 6 pence, signed
by all parties. Very fine.
$130
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3015
New Zealand, vellum Probate in the estate of Joanna Harriet
Church late of Dunedin, dated 4 April 1919, with seal of
the Supreme Court New Zealand and signature of Deputy
Registrar, affixed six duty stamps for 1, 10, 100 pounds, 1
shilling and 4 and 6 pence. Some colour fading, otherwise
fine.
$160

3020
Colony of Victoria, Land Grant by Purchase, of two hundred
and seventy acres and eighteen perches, in the County of
Hampden, Parish of Wooriwyrite, to John Macfarlane of
Darlington, signed and sealed by Governor Sir Henry Barkly,
21st August 1862. Good very fine.
$100

3021
Colony of Victoria, Lease of Agricultural Land, of one
hundred and twenty two acres, two roods and twenty eight
perches, in the County of Dundas, Parish of Toolka, to
Benjamin Barnes of Carlton, on vellum, signed and sealed
by Governor Sir Charles Henry Darling, 1st June 1865. With
light foxing, good very fine.
$100

3016
Tasmania, large vellum Indenture of Conveyance, 1859, for
the use of land between John Hyrons, licensed victualler of
Longford and Thomas Bartlett, farmer of Longford, dated
5 December 1859, signed and sealed by John Hyrons, with
registration and later stamped, 'Cancelled New Title Issued'.
Age toned, otherwise fine.
$150
John Hyrons, born 1828, was licensee of Blenheim Hotel at Longford.
He married Sarah Saltmarsh, age 20, at Christ Church, Longford on 28
November 1850. They had six children and Sarah died at age 39 of dropsy.
John died 26 December 1901 at South Melbourne, Victoria.

3017
Colony of Victoria, documents, including Conveyances (3)
of land in Moorabbin, 1853; a house and land in Wellington
Street, Richmond, 1871; and land in the County of Bourke,
1882; Equitable Mortgage, 1885 and Mortgages (2), 1891
and 1892 all to Mr Abraham Goldberg, financier of Elizabeth
Street, Melbourne; Transfer of Land, 1874; Mortgage,
1877 and Release, 1881 between John Lyons and George
Alexander for land in Richmond together with a bundle
of correspondence, dated 1870-77. With foxing on most
documents, good - fine. (8 + bundle)
$150

part

3022*
Colony of Victoria, a group of documents, dated 1868
to 1874, relating to The Polynesia Company Limited,
Melbourne and Fiji, including share certificates (2), issued to
Samuel Amess of Melbourne, dated 15th Febry 18[69], for
twenty £2 shares each, black on white, vignette of palm trees
and island plants left side; Land Warrant (2), in the name
of Samuel Amess, No.s 568 and 569, both for one hundred
and sixty acres of land in Fiji; Amended Prospectus, listing
J.S.Butters and Samuel Amess as provisional directors of
the company; Mortgage, between The Polynesia Company
Limited and James S.Butters, dated 5th Feby 1875; Extension
of time for payment of mortgage debt and further security,
to Samuel Amess, 18th June 1875; Agreement; Conveyances
(5), including one between Ralu Golea Tui Cakau and The
Polynesia Company Limited; hand drawn coloured maps
(2) showing the Company's allotments in Fiji; Form of
Application for shares; Alterations to Constitution; letters
and receipts (11); most documents are handwritten on
vellum. With foxing to some documents, folds and creases,
otherwise fine - good very fine. (28 items)
$2,500

3018
Colony of Victoria, documents, handwritten on vellum,
dated 1853-1858, including Mortgages (2), between Adam
Stacpoole and John Baker Hodgson for freehold land
in the town of Murchison, 1855; Adam Stacpoole and
Francis John Bligh, 1856; Mortgage in fee and Release,
1856; Transfer of Mortgage, 1857, all relating to land in
the Parish of Heathcote; Conveyances (2), of land in the
Parish of Mortialloc, 1857, and Parish of Pyalong, 1857;
Reconveyance, of land in the Parish of Heathcote, 1858.
With foxing good - very fine. (7)
$150

3019
Colony of Victoria, documents, on vellum, including Release,
between Gustave Adolphi Rubert and Daniel Bergin for land
in Ararat, 1859; Conveyance and Assignment, in Trust for
benefit of Creditors, between Joseph Boucher (of J.Boucher
& Co) Nathaniel Harris and Thomas Bergin, together with a
listing of creditors, and schedule of freehold property in the
Parish of Ararat, a listing of book debts, stock in trade and
furniture with a balance in favour of J.Boucher in account
with John Mackay and Co of £915 13 6 and cash in hand of
£276 2 2, dated 24th February 1860. Triangular tear of 2cm
on first page of second document, otherwise good. (2)
$120

The Polynesia Company was formed in 1868 with the object of utilising the
vast resources of the Islands of the South Pacific by forming an institution
upon principles similar to those adopted by the old East India Company.
The operations would include banking, trading and the cultivation of cotton,
sugar, coffee and other tropical productions. A charter was signed, by which
King Thakombau, with the consent of his Chiefs, in consideration of the
Company liquidating a debt due the US Government, and an annuity of 200
pounds per annum to him, ceded 200,000 acres of land to the Company
and granted them exclusive banking privileges for 21 years with the right
of issuing banknotes for the Islands, and an exemption from all taxation.
To encourage early occupation of the Company's lands Free Grants were
given to shareholders, with the possibility of also purchasing additional
land at 7s 6d per acre.
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3023
Colony of Victoria, vellum Indenture for Release relating
to the will of James Gundry late of Lopen, County of
Somerset who died 9 July 1895, a large 3-page fold-out
document between Charles Gundry (executor for his father
Edward Gundry deceased [a son and beneficiary of the late
James Gundry]) of Nathalia, Victoria, cattle dealer and The
Reverend Robert Phelps Billing (an executor of the will) of
Lopen, Somerset, Clerk of Holy Orders, signed and sealed
and with ten shillings duty stamp dated 12.8.01 affixed; also
attached is a separate post office date stamped 'certificate
of posting of a registered postal packet' to C.W.Morrissey
(a solicitor) at Nathalia. Toned on one outer folded section,
otherwise very fine.
$50

3026
Great Britain, 1799-1834, collection of addressed wrappers
for letters, mostly with interesting postal marks, noted one
dated 1831 to Monsieur Amiraux at Island of Jersey (a noted
silversmith). Good - very fine. (20)
$220
3027
Great Britain, parliamentary Free Post letter covers with
names of addressee and at bottom left the name of sender,
1823-1833, one is a complete envelope with wax seal on
back, some of the addressees include Sir Robert Lister G.C.B.
(British diplomat and ambassador), John Sturges Martin Esq
(of the Colonial Office), Josiah Oake Esq (officer in RN),
J.T.C.Fawcett (Vicar of Kidwick) at Ch: Ch: Oxford (Christ
Church College at Oxford University), and some sender's
include N.C.Tindal (Sir, a celebrated lawyer who defended
Queen Caroline against a charge of adultery in 1820), and
Aylesford (Heneage Finch 5th Earl of Aylesford); also an
unidentified signature on a plain piece of paper; printed
card In Loving Memory of Maud Alice Bean who lost her
life in the disaster of the "Cloud of Iona", July 31st 1936,
aged 29 Years and 10 Months, in original envelope; Holborn
Empire, Stalls 3/- First House theatre tickets (3, nos 0024,
0178, 0193); Findlay, The Chemist, Blenheim, Discount
Coupons nos 1596 and 1824, handwritten and initialled;
German cigarette card check No.7; card stamped 'New
Zealand Y.M.C.A.' and written 'Two Bottles 2D Refund',
and another card stamped 'Y.M.C.A. Refund 2d'. Good
- very fine. (21)
$100

3024
Victoria, documents, including Certificate of Conversion,
189[7], for three thousand one hundred and ninety pounds
of Victorian Government four percent Stock, inscribed
to Harry Emmerton; another, for one thousand and fifty
pounds; together with Premier Permanent Building, Land
& Investment Association, investor's books (2), one for
Mr H.Emmerton, the other for Mr Chas Emmerton, both
commencing 30/11/85, and a letter to Mr Harry Emmerton
to advise the debt claimed by him in relation to the Premier
Permanent Building, Land and Investment Association has
been allowed by the Judge in the Supreme Court; unused
letterhead (a batch) for E & M Roughton 'Adornments' 2848 Bourke St Melbourne, with vignette of Roughton House
building; Last Will and Testament for Thomas Sullivan of
Heidelberg, 27th June 1864; Memorandum of Agreement
(3) between Prof R.A.Barnard and MacMillan and Company
Publishers to publish three books, 1915, 1919 and 1928;
Closer Settlement Board of Victoria, correspondence, 6
pages, 1921-24; Certificate of Title, for an allotment in the
Parish of Paywit, County of Grant, 1882. First two items
with pen notations, pin holes and light horizontal folds,
booklets with loose spines, last item with tears and repaired
along folds, good - very fine. (18)
$120

The "Cloud of Iona" was a passenger aircraft operated by Jersey Airways.
On 31 July 1936 the aircraft went missing on a night flight from Guernsey
to Jersey during poor weather conditions. Debris from the aircraft was found
several hours later about 28km off Jersey. All on board, eight passengers
and two crew, were killed.

3028
Great Britain, collection of Victorian era letters, all with
stamps and postmarks and some with wax seal, a combination
of business and personal letters, some interesting reading,
noted one dated 1873 to New York. Good - very fine. (22)
$220
3029
France, combined business letter envelopes with postmarks,
all addressed to B.L.Fould & Fould-Oppenheim in Paris,
1840s-50s, noted one by Avigdor L'Aine & Fils and another
by De Prus & C., Genova. Fine. (5)
$50

3025
Colony of Victoria, Indenture of Release for Estate of David
Baldie of 45 Victoria Street, Brunswick, Vic with Helen
Baldie of 366 Ascot Vale Road, Moonie (sic) Ponds, Vic and
Robert Vass of 45 Victoria Street, Brunswick, Vic to Frederic
Barrington Bloomfield, grazier, of Benah, Cannonbar, NSW,
executor of the will of Robert Baldie, station manager, late
of Buckiinguy Station near Nyngan, NSW, handwritten
3-page fold-over on 4-page ruled paper document dated
28 June 1900, with affixed 2 x one penny Victoria duty
stamps, signed and sealed by Helen Baldie and Robert
Vass; handwritten receipt issued to Frederick Barrington
Bloomfield for monies paid by him as executor, with affixed
one penny Victoria duty stamp; also Supreme Court of New
South Wales, Certificate and Order Passing Accounts in the
Estate of Robert Baldie, dated 16 July 1900. The last with
a small hole, overall fine - good very fine. (3)
$50

B.L.Fould & Fould-Oppenheim, a firm of Jewish merchant bankers operating
alongside the likes of the House of Rothschild, originated in Paris in 1813
when Benedict, eldest son of Berr Leon Fould, married the daughter of
Salomon Oppenheim Jr of Cologne and went into business with his father
on his wife's dowry. Benedict's younger brothers, Benoit and Achille,
subsequently joined the firm which continued to use the same name even
after the deaths of Berr and Benedict. In 1849 Achille left the firm leaving
Benoit as the sole senior partner.

3030
Italy, letter and separate hand-folded envelope addressed to
Count Giovanni de Lazara, Padua, letter dated 2 October
1659, watermarked paper, written in Italian from Bagnorea
(now Bagnoregio) roughly translated to be a character
reference for someone named Frederic to be employed by
the Count, impressed paper seal on envelope. Foxing on
letter, otherwise fine.
$50

Benah, a sheep station, was divided into five grazing areas ranging in size from
3,394 to 5,758 acres and these were sold individually by tender in 1929.
Buckiinguy, managed by Robert Baldie, was once owned by a partner in the
coaching company of Cobb & Co. It was a huge property comprising ten
separate stations including Benah.

The de Lazara family belonged to one of the oldest in the Paduan
aristocracy.
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Rebecca Gratz, born in Lancaster, Pennsylvania on 4 March 1781 was one
of twelve children. She was founder and secretary of Philadelphia's earliest
women's philanthropic organisation. She devoted her adult life to providing
relief for Philadelphia's underpriviledged women and children and ensuring
religious, moral and material sustenance for all Philadelphia's Jews. She
established the first American Jewish institutions run by women including
the first Hebrew Sunday School and Jewish Orphanage. There is a very large
profile of her with photos on the Jewish Women's Archive website under
'Women of Valor'.

3031
Tasmania, letter dated 7 March 1855 addressed to George
W. Walker, Savings Bank, Hobart Town, V.D.L., from
E.E.Barrington, postmarked at Melbourne Ma 7 and
Launceston 9 Mar, a scarce ship mail letter, in which writer
apologises to an 'esteemed friend' for leaving so suddenly;
also a receipt type letter to Dublin and postmarked on
sending, 'Hobart Town, VDL, 1840, also another stamp
for India Letter, Plymouth, 1840. Good very fine; fine, both
scarce. (2)
$390

Doctor Nicholas Schuyler was uncle to Rebecca Gratz by marriage to her
mother's sister, Shinah Simon. He was a friend of George Washington, a near
relative of General Schuyler and a surgeon in the revolutionary army.

George Washington Walker was born in London, England on 19 March
1900. He was raised by his grandmother in Newcastle and in 1828 formed
the first Temperance Society in Newcastle. In 1831 he embarked in company
with James backhouse on a nine year mission to the Australian and South
African colonies. When he left South Africa he went to Hobart Town in
1840 to marry Sarah Benson Mather, a quaker. In 1841 he and some friends
established a linen drapery store and also distributed bibles and religious
articles from it. In 1845 he started the Hobart Savings Bank and managed
it for several months without pay but soon it grew and required his full time
service. He continued to promote his religious views until his death on 2
February 1859. There is a published book titled, The Life and Labours of
George Washington Walker: Of Hobart Town, Tasmania by James Backhouse
(London 1862).

3033
Wartime letters, WWI, a series of love letters (34) between
Harold Peatfield and Frieda Belschener during period c191721, noted two in Baptist and Congregational Churches,
Field Service, On Active Service With The A.I.F. envelopes
and one of these on this organisation's writing paper,
both written by Harold at 10th A.A.S.C. military camp at
Liverpool, in October and November 1917; WWII, a b&w
photographic card featuring Lieutenant Esmond Gilhooley,
Royal Australian Artillery, KIA at Milne Bay, New Guinea,
August 28th 1942, also letters (not from Esmond) written
to Jim Gilhooley (6 + 2 empty addressed envelopes), one of
these dated 27 August 1945 from Municipality of Burwood
relating to naming details for a War Memorial, and Forest
Gilhooley (4 + 2 empty addressed envelopes). Some with
light foxing but mostly fine - very fine. (48)
$100

With research.

Elfreda (Frieda) Jeannetta Belschener, eldest daughter of Mr and Mrs Johann
Gottfried Belschener (originally from Germany), Dalley Street, Kogarah,
married Harold Gray Peatfield, second son of Mr and Mrs F.R.Peatfield of
Kogarah, at the Congregational Church, Kogarah on 7 October 1922, the
ceremony performed by Rev W.Touchell. Although Harold was at a military
camp in 1917, there is no record of him serving in the AIF.
NX56439 Lt George Joseph Esmond Gilhooley, 2/5 Fld Regt, born
11May1916 at Hunter's Hill, NSW; Enl.05Jul1940 at Paddington, Sydney,
NSW; KIA 28Aug1942.

Oil painting of Rebecca Gratz by Thomas Sully 1831 (Wikimedia Commons)

3032*
USA, letter dated 8 August 1814, to Miss Rebecca Gratz,
to the care of Doctor Schuylar, Troy (about 300km as crow
flies from Philadelphia), a personal 3-page letter from her
sister Rachel Moses in Philadelphia which starts, 'My beloved
Becky', with postmark 'PHI/8/AU'. Some pieces torn away
on folds and a small hole at one fold but all parts of the
letter are present and readable, good and scarce to such a
prominent person.
$100
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3035*
Van Diemen's Land, cheque from George Hunt to Mr George
Stokell, Macquarie Street for £153.3.0, Hobart Town, 31st
December 1836, No 25261, circular rubber ink stamp
Derwent Bank, Bank of Australasia, Hobart Town PAID
stamp, crossed and cancelled, signed on back George Hunt,
entirely handwritten. Very fine.
$100
George Stokell and his wife arrived in Van Diemens Land on the 'Venerable'
in 1822. With his capital he became a merchant and land owner. He prospered
until his store manager Parrot, embezzeled large sums of money. Stockell,
although facing bankruptcy, 'soldiered on' and over time restored his financial
and social status, dying a wealthy man in 1874. Apart from Bills of Exchange
he also issued currency notes of one shilling dated 1825. [See 'Coins and
Tokens of Tasmania 1803-1910' by Roger McNeice FRNS].

3034*
Bank of New South Wales, Deed of Settlement register
(31x46cm), fully leather bound with raised rectangular
centre piece in red leather and gold blocked with title as listed
above, with 63 parchment pages listing 1,194 shareholders,
all handwritten and with their witnessed signatures recorded
up to Signature No.1194 on 16 June 1954, as well bound into
the register and printed in full are the Deed of Settlement rules
and conditions up to 28 May 1912 (10pp), another up to 26
September 1924 (14pp), inside on cover page is library sticker
of John M. Chapman Collection; also an 1851 Victoria Bank
Returns printed 4pp report as laid upon The Council Table
by The Colonial Secretary, printed in Melbourne by John
Ferres at the Government Printing Office, handwritten at top
edge, 'First Victorian Official Document on Banking'. The
first fine and rare, the second good very fine. (2)
$25,000

3036*
Tasmania, handwritten promissory note, 1837, to 'Cashier
of the Derwent Bank, pay to self, or bearer, the sum of Five
pounds, - to Acct of - ', (and signed) Maria Ramus (this lined
through), at bottom left side, 'Leintwardine, 3d Febr 1837',
on reverse is marked as cancelled. Age toning, otherwise
fine and scarce.
$100
In February and March 1837 Maria Ramus placed several advertisements in
the Hobart newspapers posting a reward leading to the recovery of a bullock
that had been stolen or gone missing from her farm. She listed her address
as Leintwardine. Previously in 1833 she placed an advertisement cautioning
trespassing of her estate of Leintwardine, near the river Ouse. Further, in
1835 Mr Thomas Bellenger placed in the newspaper an offer of ten pounds
reward for information leading to the arrest of those constantly stealing
from Mrs Ramus's shepherd's hut and in the same newspaper, Mrs Ramus
offered twenty guineas for conviction of whoever took one of her bulls and
took part of its tongue and left ear and also castrated the animal.

Ex Dr John M.Chapman Collection.

These criminal acts may in fact have been inspired by some people believing
that Maria Ramus had been receiving over generous help from His Excellency
Lieutenant Governor Arthur. She wrote to the editor of the Colonial Times
in 1835 to say that this had not been the case. She also wrote another letter
that was published in the newspaper in which she expressed her thanks
to Frederick the son of the Lieutenant Governor who had been on board
the ship 'Gulnare' when she was struck ill and was very kind to her. Her
praise of the Lieutenant Governor was overflowing 'of the extreme personal
attentions with which you have at all times honoured me, and the unfeigned
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pleasure I have felt in learning from undoubted authority, the truly kind
and always paternal feelings with which you have always regarded my
proceedings.' Further she wrote, 'It is true that some ill-disposed persons
have endeavoured to covey an improper consequence in reference to your
Excellency's feelings, and that the salute which you did me the honor to fire,
as the vessel was in progress down the river, was intended to recall, instead
of doing honor to me.'
The building named 'Leintwardine' at Ouse, Tasmania is now preserved by
the National Trust of Australia (Tasmania).

3037
Great Britain, large-size promissory note no.165 for £200
due 31st March 1902 issued by New English Bank of the
River Plate Limited, also Certificate for Promissory Notes
issued by same bank, undated, and note accompanying Sixth
and Final Dividend to Promissory Note Holders, issued by
same bank, 1905; also share certificate for The Gas Light
and Coke Company, 1870, share numbered 44223, vignette
at left side. Very good - very fine. (4)
$110
3038
Great Britain, various Inland Revenue documents for
different estates all duly completed with relevant attachments,
c1920s-1950s, with impressed Estate Duty Paid stamps;
also various Annuity Receipt Stamps and Taxes forms and
Annuity Receipt Inland Revenue forms, 1849-51, for the
estate of Leonard Wilkinson the Elder of Rock House in
Slaidburn, York, with relevant impressed 'One Per Cent
Legacy' duty stamp on each of the eight documents. Fine
- very fine. (lot)
$110

part

3041*
Straits Settlements, Municipality of Singapore, 1905-1918,
a quantity of receipts for payment of legal fees (11), some
named to Donaldson & Burkinshaw, mostly with names of
payers and on some the name of the case, all with affixed
Straits Settlements duty stamp featuring Edward VII or
George V, another document written in Chinese and this also
with Edward VII duty stamp affixed, also various Municipal
Fund receipts (17), for payment of rates, 1907-1918, some
with four languages printed on reverse, all with duty stamps.
Some torn, otherwise good - very fine. (approx 30)
$100

3039
Ireland, promissory note dated at Dublin Aug 22d 1811,
drawn by Robt Douglas for fifty pounds sterling payable
twenty one days after sight to the order of Messrs Ball
Plunkett & Doyne, charge to account with Messrs Kensington
& Co, Bankers, London, with impressed George III duty
stamp, with bank entry number and various endorsements
on back. Folds and short tear at left edge on a fold, other
small edge nicks, otherwise fine.
$70

Donaldson & Burkinshaw, established on 6 November 1874, is one of the
oldest law firms in Singapore. Its operations continue to this day with offices
in Singapore, Malaysia and Vietnam (2 different cities).

3042
USA, bills of exchange, 1849-53, all in sterling directed to
London firms and issued by Rallis & Co, New Orleans,
J.E.Thayer & Brothers, Boston, M.Morgan & Son, New
York, all for one thousand pounds, and James G.King &
Sons, New York, this last to the order of Masterton Ure for
three thousand pounds. The last with one corner missing
otherwise fine - very fine. (4)
$120

Benjamin Ball, Matthew James Plunkett & Philip Doyne jun. were partners
in Dublin's only private bank, the Ball's Bank which was taken over by
Northern Bank in 1888.

Masterton Ure (1777-1863), was a Scottish attorney. He was active in
political affairs of Weymouth overseeing the passage of the Weymouth
Bridge Bill in 1820 and in that same year delivering the corporation's loyal
addresses to George IV. He was also guardian to the son of the late Sir John
Lowther Johnstone of Westerhall, Dumfriesshire. Ure died at his home in
Middlesex in March 1863.
With research.

3040*
Falkland Islands, second of exchange for £50.0.0 Sterling,
11th May 1891, No.11, in favour of Henry L.Jameson, to
Crown Agents for the Colonies, Downing Street, London
and drawn on 'this Government (Withdrawal from Savings
Bank)'. Quarter folds and a few pin sized holes, otherwise
good fine.
$150

3043
USA, collection of cheques, 1855-1901, various banks, some
with attractive vignettes, also some with affixed revenue
stamps, some with centre cut cancellation or perforation
cancelled. Mostly fine - very fine. (approx 200)
$200
365

3044
World, Australia, envelope addressed to Manager,
Commercial Bank, ? (illegible), with Registered postage
stamps dated Ap 7 81 and postmarked Melbourne Ap 8 81,
also with stamp, 'Missent to Melbourne', with Victorian
postage stamps for 6 pence and 2x2 pence and wax seal on
back; Great Britain, addressed portion of a shipped letter
postmarked for General Post Office at Cape of Good Hope
1843, addressed to Messrs John Gladstone & Co, Liverpool,
also shipping stamp dated 22 Dec 1843. The first torn at
one side and repaired from behind with tape, a few spots of
foxing, overall fine. (2)
$110
John Gladstone & Co is probably the trading company in Liverpool that
was owned by Sir John Gladstone and his brothers.

3045
World, Malta, unused cheque of Sciclunas Bank, another
for The National Bank of Malta Ltd at Valetta, also bill of
exchange for B.Tagliaferro & Figli dated 9 October 1936 and
another for B.Tagliaferro & Sons dated 4 April 1944, both
of these bills have affixed revenue stamps; unused cheque for
Ionian Bank Limited; Scotland, written receipt from George
Scott of Stobo dated 23 November 1842 for receipt from
John Gibson, writer for Sir John Naysmith of Posso Baronet,
the sum of seven pounds two shillings and sixpence being his
share of one years salary and garden allowance due to him
as schoolmaster at Stobo, with impressed duty stamp; Great
Britain, Phoenix Fire Office, London (Lancaster Agency),
recipt for payment of insurance premium, dated 25 March
1809. A few with rust marks, otherwise very good - good
very fine. (7)
$110

3048*
Houlder Brothers & Company, London, third class
passengers' contract ticket, issued to Christopher Cecil
Hanson, aged 35, to sail on the 'Ellora' leaving London for
Melbourne, 20th June 186[82], ticket No.4157, black and
red print on blue, scrollwork left side, vignette of Company
logo top left, includes details of the quantities of water and
provisions to be issued daily to each passenger. With one
small hole and folds consistent with being housed in a wallet
or pocket, good fine.
$600

3049
Victoria, miners rights for two shillings and sixpence, issued
at Ballarat, 28 Feb 1898; 12 Oct 1900; 3 June 1905; 5 April
1916; 2 May 1919 and 7 March 1921. Fine - very fine. (6)
$140

3046
Bank of New South Wales travellers cheque display board
unused; Hong Kong Thomas Cook set of four travellers
cheques; Australian paintings specimen stamp folder issues
(2); Telecom Calendars 1991 and 1992, featuring coloured
banknote images from Vort-Ronald collection (2); collection
of sixteen medallions for Shell 'Man in Flight'. In packs of
issue, uncirculated. (7)
$100

3050
NSW Government Tramways, 1897-1966, group of
pre-paid tram tickets (light card), including (1897-1902)
penny overprinted 'OS' (4); another, overprinted 'N.E.S.';
threepence (1952?), overprinted 'O.S.' (2); twopence
(1920s?) red; decimal five cents, orange, overprinted
'Ambulance'; Melbourne & Metropolitan Tramways Board,
1-1/2D, purple (2) and blue (Peck 13, 19, 21). Mostly fine
- very fine. (12)
$70

3047
Joseph Brotherton signature, on an admission pass, a grey
card (approx 16x11cm), handwritten in ink, 'Admit the
Bearer to the Gallery of the House of Commons 10th March
1837' and signed J Brotherton, at the bottom right edge is
written 'Salford'. Very fine.
$50

3051
Australian 'Political Funny Money', a wide selection, all
different (18); plus USA 'Clinton Era' notes featuring Bill
and Hillary Clinton, Monica Lewinski etc (10). Mostly
uncirculated. (28)
$90

Joseph Brotherton (1783-1857) was a Member of British Parliament, the first
member for Salford, and a pioneering vegetarian. There is a statue erected
in his honour at Manchester, England.
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3055
Australia, Commonwealth Inaugural Celebrations, Monday
7th January 1901, invitation to a picnic at Kurnel (sic) by
the Government of New South Wales to Parliamentary
and Judicial Visitors, opens out to show Menu; Official
Programme for re-enactment of Landing of Captain Cook,
R.N., at Botany Bay, on Monday, 7th January, 1901, opens
out to reveal details of the original event that occurred at
Kurnell and the names of actors involved in the re-enactment.
Both documents with foxing, otherwise fine - very fine. (2)
$50

3052
Australian 'Funny Money', a wide selection including
political, advertising, discount and others including lottery
tickets, also noted Australia's Bicentenary Expo 88, two
dollars (3) and five dollars (2); Hutt River Province, two,
ten and fifty dollars, 1970; Western Australian State Lottery
ticket application form (£8,000 for 5/-); Watch Your Jockeys
Today for Sydney/Brisbane/Melbourne, pool competition
ticket date 20th October 1962; Fox Studios Australia Backlot
admission ticket, 16 Nov 1999; Commonwealth Savings
Bank of Australia, Withdrawal Form C.S.B. No.10, pre
1966; postal sticker for Legislative Assembly Victoria (KC);
Sovereign Hill Ballarat admission tickets (2); also a quantity
of world 'Funny Money' or Confederate copies, mostly USA.
Poor - uncirculated. (approx 145)
$70

3053*
Wax seal, for The Archdeacon of Van Diemen's Land. Affixed
to cardboard, very fine.
$70

3056*
Shackleton's Last Antarctic Expedition, Southward in the
"Quest", c1922, a cardboard body Kinimette view box with
twelve slides in original black paper covered cardboard box
(approx 17x7.3x7cm) with top label showing an explorer
at the Pole and initialled 'JWS' (?) and 'Mar', and on one
end is the label of Kinemette with instructions for viewing.
Cardboard box well worn and loose at one corner, the rest
fine.
$1,200

Van Diemen's Land was renamed Tasmania in 1856. The first archdeacon of
Van Diemen's Land was Reverend William Hutchins, appointed 1836 and
died 1841. The Hutchins School, founded at Hobart in 1846, was named
in his memory.
With research.

3054
Victoria, Melbourne Harbour Trust, plans (2), detailing
improvements as recommended by Sir John Coode in his
report of 17th Feby 1879, the first (90x74cm) a General
Plan, Shewing (sic) Harbour Improvements, with Hobsons
Bay, Williamstown, Sandridge Flats, Footscray, Melbourne,
Emerald Hill, Sandridge, St Kilda; the second (58x125cm)
a Detail Plan, Shewing (sic) Proposed Floating Dock and
Improvements in the Yarra River, with the Yarra River and
surrounds from Sandridge Flats to Swanston Street, detailing
proposed sites for wool stores, warehouses, sheds, timber
yards, store yard depots, proposed channel and sluice and
future rectification of river line. Both plans in black, blue
and red print on buff, printed by Thomas Kell, Lith. 40
King Street, Covent Garden; plan of town allotments in the
Parishes of Corinella, Jumbunna, Jeetho, Woolamai and
Wonthaggi, 1880; Footscray, 1857; Talbot, 1865. All with
heavy folds, some foxing and stains, small and large tears,
fair. (5)
$100

With research that includes a photocopy of the expedition team and their
signatures. The original set of 12 scenes from the expedition feature whaleflensing and zoological and geological specimens. It was promoted that
further sets of 12 slides would be issued at the time but it is unknown if
this eventuated.

3057
Brownie Downing prints, a collection of prints originally
drawn in c1950-60s and featuring Aboriginal children and
bush animals as well as young ballerinas and some other
children's works, all in colour printed on white or other
different coloured paper, approximately small writing pad
size, many multiples, suitable for framing. Some with foxing,
otherwise uncirculated. (70)
$150
Viola Edith Downing, or as she is better known, Brownie Downing, was a
prolific artist specialising in the Australian bush and its animals as well as
Aboriginal themes. She also was author of children's books, her first work,
titled 'Tinka and His Friends', winning the Daily Telgraph's Book of the
Year Award.

3058
World War II Illustrated, Sir John Hanimerton, issues 212-9,
221, 3-6, 254-5. Very good. (15)
$50
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3059
Australian Chivalry, reproductions in colour and duo-tone
of official war paintings, edited by JL Treloar, Director,
Australian War Memorial, 1933, broadside with numerous
colour and black & white illustrations, cloth boards
embossed with Australian Coat of Arms, 44cm wide. Very
fine and complete.
$100

3066
Gould, John, Birds of New Guinea, Pachycephala Collaris,
(Golden Whistler), original hand-coloured lithograph,
heightened with gum-arabic, 530x350mm., Mintern Bros
Imp, [1875-88], framed, overall size, 720x550mm. Framing
glass broken, otherwise very fine.
$250
Please note: No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney
Office.

3060
Prints, assorted group including fishes (4), East Indies (6)
all c1783-1850; Voyage of Captain James Lancaster to the
East Indies old print, p368-376, produced in 1768; another
as part of the Christian's Magazine issued in January 1792,
48pps, (State of the Gospel in the East Indies). Mostly fine
or better. (12)
$150
3061
Gould, John, Birds of Australia, Orthonyz Spaldingi, Ramsay,
(Spalding's Orthonyx), original hand-coloured lithograph,
heightened with gum-arabic, 530x350mm, Walter Imp,
[1875], framed, overall size, 720x550mm. Very fine.
$250

3067*
Lindsay, Lionel, (1874-1961), drypoint etching, c1925,
22x30.5cm, 'Cobb & Co', signed lower left, inscribed title
centre and 'Plate of 60' lower right; in original frame by Geo.
Styles, Sydney. Some foxing, rare.
$200

Please note: No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney
Office.

3062
Gould, John, Birds of New Guinea, Gymnophaps
poecilorrhoa, (Rusty-banded fruit-pigeon), original
hand-coloured lithograph, heightened with gum-arabic,
530x350mm, Walter Imp, [1875-88], framed, overall size,
720x550mm. Very fine.
$250

The etching was the basis for the 1955 Australian stamp issues for 3-1/2d
and 2/-.

3068
Great Britain, large engraved plates of commemorative
medals for Queen Anne, George I, William and Mary and
William III, printed 1786-1789, some being for Tindal's
Continuation of Rapin's History of England, also slightly
smaller pages of engraved plates of coins for Egbert to
Hardicanute, Edward Confessor to Richard II, and Henry
IV to George III, hundreds of images. Most pages with edge
tears or loss of paper at edges, most images unaffected, good
- very good. (20 pages)
$100

Please note: No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney
Office.

3063
Gould, John, Birds of New Guinea, Semioptera Wallacii,
(Standardwing Bird-of-paradise), original hand-coloured
lithograph, heightened with gum-arabic, 530x350mm,
Mintern Bros Imp, [1875-88], framed, overall size,
720x550mm. Very fine.
$250
Please note: No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney
Office.

3069
Coin postcards, Austria, France, Germany, Great Britain,
Hungary, Italy, Netherlands, Russia, Sweden, Switzerland,
Turkey I and II, set of twelve in gold embossed box featuring
gold coin of Queen Wilhelmina I and the words 'Geldsorten
aller Lander' (money of all countries), early 1900s. In original
box (damaged), coin postcards, uncirculated. (lot)
$250

3064
Gould, John, Birds of New Guinea, Manucodia Comrii,
Slater, (Curl-crested Manucode), original hand-coloured
lithograph, heightened with gum-arabic, 560x340mm,
Walter Imp, [1877], framed without glass, overall size,
690x550mm. Very fine, scarce.
$250

3070
World, postcards in a shoebox, mostly from early 20th
century to 1980s but mostly of the later period, many
with postage stamps fixed to the postcard, many are from
Europe, Great Britain, Canada and the United States, but
other countries are represented. Mostly fine - very fine.
(approx 350)
$60

Please note: No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney
Office.

3065
Gould, John, Birds of New Guinea, Carpophaga VanWyckii, (Van Wyck's Fruit pigeon), original hand-coloured
lithograph, heightened with gum-arabic, 530x350mm,
Mintern Bros Imp, [1875-88], framed, overall size,
720x550mm. Very fine.
$250

3071
Boxing Glove, Kostya Tszyu signed leather glove. In original
packaging, unused.
$100

Please note: No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney
Office.
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SHARE SCRIP

3072*
Victoria sundry, The Melbourne Patent Stearine Candle
Company Limited, one £300 share, issued to Adalbert Kruge
Esq of Melbourne, signed by Henry Henty and Frederick
Lamb as Directors, dated 3rd January 1866 [date written],
black print. With broker's stamp, folds, pin holes, good very
fine and rare.
$250

3074*
Victoria mining, Alpine Gold, Stringers Creek, Victoria,
186[6], five £10 shares, black print and scrollwork left side.
Light vertical folds, extremely fine.
$100

Registered in Melbourne, 28th November 1865 with a capital of £18,000
in sixty shares the Melbourne Patent Stearine Candle Company was to
purchase 'The Flemington Candle Works' at Flemington, owned by Adalbert
Kruge and Godfrey William Praagst. The company went into liquidation
13th September 1866.

3073
Victoria, The Melbourne Patent Stearine Candle Company
Limited, certificate of transfer of share numbered 36, from
Adalbert Kruge to James Graham of Melbourne, dated 10th
May, 186[6]; and Memorandum and Articles of Association
of 'The Melbourne Patent Stearine Candle Company
Limited', twenty pages printed on vellum, signed by the
twelve subscribers including Henry Henty, Herbert James
Henty, Adalbert Kruge, James Graham, Frederick Lamb,
dated 27th November 1865. First item with pin holes and
creases, second with vertical centre fold and some foxing to
front and back cover, otherwise very fine and rare. (2)
$500

3075*
Victoria mining, The Rose Hill Company, Ballarat, 186[9],
five £3 shares, overprinted 'New Issue/Shares, £3 each', black
and brown on mottled green and buff. With broker's stamp
top left corner, light folds, good very fine.
$100

According to the Memorandum of Association the objects of the Company
were (II.1) To carry on in any of the Australasian Colonies the business of
candle and soap manufacturing and (II.2) To purchase the premises known
as 'The Flemington Candle Works' at Flemington, owned by Adalbert Kruge
and Godfrey William Praagst, together with the machinery and stock in
trade and the patent right invention and process of Godfrey William Praagst
relating to the manufacture of stearine and sperm candles... (IV) The capital
of the Company was eighteen thousand pounds divided into sixty shares of
three hundred pounds each. In the listing of subscribers a total of 31 shares
had been taken by 27th November 1865.

3076
Australia mining, 'Queen's Birthday' United Gold, 18[94],
three Fully Paid Up ordinary £1 shares, blue print and
scrollwork. With pin holes, folds and creases, very fine and
rare.
$100
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3077
Gold mining, Horn Island Gold, 1900, £2 debenture; Maori
Queen Proprietary Gold, Ovens Valley, Harrietville, 190[11],
£20 share, maroon print; Wymah Wolfram Mining, 191[7],
£5 debenture, blue print; Mount Cuthbert, 19[19], one
hundred £1.10s shares, blue print; Radium and Rare Earth's
Treatment Company, Olary, South Australia, 192[5], £10
share, brown on yellow; Lancefield (WA) Gold, 193[3],
one hundred 4/- shares, grey on blue; Westralian Gold
Development, 193[4], £5 share, black on green; Pacific Gold,
1935, £10 share; South Red White and Blue Gold, Bendigo,
19[36], one hunded 10s shares, blue print; Wiluna Ajax Gold,
193[6], one hundred 5/- shares, brown print; Misuma United,
193[7], £10 share, brown on brown; Milano Gold, 1939,
£10 share, brown on green; Illabarook Alluvial, 19[37], one
hundred 10/- shares, black on blue; Whippet Consolidated,
19[53], one hundred 1/- shares, black on yellow; Morning
Star, 1955, one hundred 4/- shares, brown on yellow. Some
with pin holes and folds, fine - very fine. (15)
$130

3080
Sundry, Omeroy Smoke Consumer & Fuel, 191[1], £10
share; William Dawson Company, Ballarat, 191[1], £1
share; Woods-Little Stone Dresser (2), 191[1], £5 share,
black and red on pink; Doveton Woollen Mill, Ballarat,
[19]18, twenty three £10 shares; Marshall Shoe Company,
19[18], fifty £1 shares; Surrey Engine and Boiler Works (2),
19[20], £10 debenture, blue print; N.Leonard-Kanevsky
Proprietary, 192[0], one thousand £1 shares; Internal
Combustion Fuel, 19[22], one hundred £1 shares; Union
Tablet Company (2), 19[23], £10 debenture, blue on blue;
Australian Inventions Limited, 192[3], one hundred £1
shares; Yates & Co.(Australia), 192[4], five hundred £1
shares; Perkins & Co., 19[28], two hundred 15/- shares,
blue print with vignette of factory top left; Timor Petroleum,
192[8], fifty five £1 shares; Tasmanite Shale Oil, 192[8],
one hundred £1 shares; blue print; Roma Oil Corporation,
19[30], thirty £1 shares; South Australian Oil, 19[31], one
hundred 2/- shares, brown print; Golden Fleece (Cracow),
193[2], one hundred 5/- shares, black on grey; NZ Perpetual
Forests, 19[33], nine hundred and seventy six £1 shares,
blue and orange print; Pioneer Mines, 19[54], one hundred
5/- shares, black on green; Oil Search, 195[9], one hundred
5/- shares, black on green; Carlton Brewery Limited, 19[59],
four hundred 10/- shares; Cox Brothers (Australia), [1963],
two hundred 5/- shares; Enterprise of New Guinea Gold
and Petroleum, 19[65], one hundred shares; Phosphate Cooperative Company of Australia, 19[67], fifteen $10 shares;
Exoil, 1967, one hundred shares; Melbourne Co-operative
Brewery, 1970, twenty shares. Some with pin holes and folds,
fine - good very fine. (29)
$240

3078
Australia gold mining, Tingha Consolidated Tin, Tingha,
190[6], one hundred preferential 10/- shares (2); Cassilis
Gold, Gippsland, 19[11], one hundred 15/- shares, red print;
Oxide Creek Limited, Queensland, 191[3], one hundred 5/shares; Radium Hill Company, Sydney, 19[13], £10 share,
mauve print; Lode Hill Tin, Cooktown, Queensland, 191[4],
one hundred 10s shares, blue print; Cock's Pioneer Gold
and Tin, 191[6], fifty £1 shares, brown print; Tingha Tin,
Tingha, 192[1], ten £1 shares; Gretamain Collieries, 192[3],
fifty £1 shares, black on green; Silver Mountain Mining,
Pine Creek, Northern Territory, 192[8], one hundred 10/shares, black on grey; Australian Radium, Mount Painter,
South Australia, 192[9], fifty £1 shares, black on pink; Gold
Mines Development, 193[2], one hundred 5/- shares, brown
on buff; Ballarat East Development, 1934[5], £10 share,
blue print; Daisy Hill Alluvials, 193[5], vendor's £5 share,
black on grey; East Gippsland Gold, Bruthen, Victoria,
193[6], £5 share, blue on blue; Bendigo Mines, 19[37], one
hundred 15/- shares (2), brown on buff; Chrome Alluvials,
19[37], fifty £1 ordinary shares, black on grey; Edna May
(WA) Amalgamated Gold, 1938, one hundred 5/- shares,
black on yellow; Shaw River Alluvials, 5/8/55, one hundred
5/- shares, crimson on pink; Blue Spec Mining, 19[51], one
hundred 5/- shares, black on buff. Most with pin holes and
folds, fine - good very fine. (21)
$130

3081
Sundry, Standard Quarries, 191[1], one hundred £1 shares,
blue on blue; Marshall Shoe Company, 19[12], one hundred
£1 shares, purple print; Rutter Process Syndicate, 1913, £50
share; Internal Combustion Fuel, 19[22], one hundred £1
shares; Baquie-Marshall Pneumatic Wheel Limited, 1922,
one hundred £1 shares, black on green; Hydraulic Power
Press, 1923[4], four hundred £1 shares, black on pink;
Marshalls Limited, Richmond, Victoria, 19[27], fifty 7/shares; Perkins & Co., 19[29], five hundred 15/- shares, blue
print; Preston Quarries, 192[9], fifty £1 shares; Jepson Fruit
Machinery Company, 192[9], one hundred £1 shares, blue
print; Roma Oil Corporation 19[30], fifty £1 shares; South
Australian Oil Corporation, 19[31], one hundred 2/- shares,
brown on buff; Golden Fleece (Cracow), 193[2], one hundred
5/- shares, black on grey; N.Z. Perpetual Forests, 19[35], two
hundred £1 shares, black and orange on yellow; Oil Search,
19[64], one hundred 5/- shares, black on green; Exoil (2), 191-68, one thousand shares, and 7-3-69, one hundred shares.
Some with pin holes and folds, fine - very fine. (17)
$150

3079
Far East mining, Bardak Company, Jeneri, Malay Peninsula
(2), 19[20], fifty £1 shares, blue on pink; Timor Petroleum,
192[6], five £1 shares; New Salak South Tin, Malay Peninsula
(2), 192[7], one hundred £1 shares, blue on buff; Lampeh
(Siam) Tin, Southern Siam (2), 192[8], one hundred £1
shares, blue on blue; Tujoh Tin, Federated Malay States,
192[8], fifty £1 shares, green on pink; Mavua Rubber Estates,
1927[8], £100 debenture; Timor Petroleum, 192[9], ten
£1 shares; British New Guinea Gold (2), 19[34], £5 share,
brown on yellow; Irowat Gold, New Guinea (2), 193[5],
one hundred 2/6 shares, brown on pink; Upper Watut Gold,
New Guinea, 193[6], one hundred 5/- shares, brown on
green; Borneo Options (3), 1939, £5 shares, blue on blue;
Enterprise of New Guinea Gold and Petroleum (2), 1954,
one hundred 1/- shares. Some with pin holes and folds, fine
- very fine. (20)
$150
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3082*
Australia banking, Real Estate Mortgage and Deposit Bank,
189[0], twenty eight £5 shares, black print, scrollwork left
side. Light folds, pin holes, very fine.
$100

3084*
Great Britain, share certificate for Peninsular Company
Limited, certificate no.0020, named to John Viret Gooch
Esqre, Reform Club, Pall Mall, London S.W., dated 21st
July 1864, decorative vignette at side featuring monogram
initials of company name, printed on paper with watermark
of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co, London, reverse marked with
two different transfers of title of shareholding. A few tone
spots, otherwise nearly very fine.
$100

3083
Chinese Government, 5 Percent Reorganisation Gold Loan of
1913, brown certificate number 209454, issued by DeutschAsiatische Bank, in modern timber frame with glass on both
sides (465x350mm), interest coupons visible at back; another
5% Reorganisation Gold Loan of 1913,brown certificate
number 311413, issued by Banque De l'Indo-Chine a Paris, in
modern timber frame with glass on both sides (465x350mm),
interest coupons visible at back; another 5% Reorganisation
Gold Loan of 1913, brown certificate number 44348, issued
by The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation in
London, in modern timber frame with glass on both sides
(465x350mm), interest coupons visible at back. another 5
Percent Reorganisation Gold Loan of 1913, brown certificate
number 750924, issued by Russo-Asiatic Bank, in modern
timber frame with glass on both sides (465x350mm), interest
coupons visible at back, all certficates printed by Waterlow
& Sons and all with the same basic design of Mercury seated
at top with ships and peasants around, at either side peasants
and oriental buildings. Initials DB or UD on most at top
edge otherwise extremely fine. (4)
$300

John Viret Gooch, locomotive engineer, was the Locomotive Superintendent
of the London and South Western Railway from 1841 to 1850. After leaving
this position he was appointed Locomotive Superintendent to the Eastern
Counties Railway. He was given a free hand to reduce costs but in doing
so made an agreement with the coal suppliers that he would receive a side
payment for all coal purchases made by the company. This led to a strike
by all employees but management backed Gooch and all employees were
black listed and replaced by staff recruited from other railway companies.
Finally, in 1856, shareholders became aware of what was happening and
Gooch and his co-conspirator did not have their contracts renewed. Gooch
also had a commercial interest in six ships, all colliers, and was guilty of
using the railway's facilities to repair his own ships. He died on 8 June 1900
at his residence at Cooper's Hill, Bracknell, Berks. Gooch was a member of
the Reform Club in Pall Mall, one of London's grandest clubs with many
famous past members.

3085
Great Britain, share certificates, The New Brewery Compy,
Carlisle, Limited, 1879, three certificates (2 consecutive)
named to Thomas Watson Jackson Carlisle, Esquire,
Fellow of Worcester College Oxford, and three to George
Mounsey, Kingsfield, Cumberland, all certificates with
impressed company seal; also The European & American
Steam Shipping Company Limited, share certificate number
25532 dated 4 March 1857, with impressed company
seal and company name watermarked paper. One of the
certificates named to Mounsey with a tear, otherwise very
fine - extremely fine. (7)
$100

This loan was issued by four banks, German-Asiatic Bank, French Society
of France Bank, Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank and the Russo-Asiatic
Bank, each of which received 6 percent commission. Of the estimated
£21 million raised, approximately £14 million disappeared. The original
certificates were brown, replaced later by green after the collapse of the
Russo-Asiatic Bank.

Thomas Carlisle and George Mounsey were directors of the brewing
company and all certificates signed by Mounsey as Director. The brewery
was established in 1774 and incorporated in 1879. On 13 May 1899 it was
reconstructed and put into liquidation to be wound up.

3086
Great Britain, share certificates, 1888-1952, noted, Eastern
Oregon Gold Mining, Nanwa Gold Mines, Edjudina
Consolidated Gold Mines, New Callao Gold Mining and
Bucaramanga Gold and General Mining. One with tape
along one edge and one with edge split, otherwise fine - very
fine. (5)
$120
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3094
World share certificates, 1898-1970, mostly pre 1930,
noted British Butte Mining Company, Cevreni-Breg Mining
Company, and Tanjong Malim Rubber Company. Fine extremely fine. (10)
$120

3087
Great Britain, share certificates, 1935-1949, in Lyndhurst
Deep-Level (Gold & Silver) Limited (5) including military
holders, namely Major Lionel Arthur Newbold, Lieut. Col.
Rupert Havelock Wheatley and Lt. Col. Walter Beckwith
Burford; also The Anglican Smelting, Reduction & Coal
Company Limited, Nestor, Cheshire, 1858, unissued share
certificates for ten shares each (5). Very fine - extremely
fine. (10)
$100

3095
World bonds, debentures and share certificates, all different
from a wide selection of countries, 1880s-1970s, mostly pre
1930. Fine - very fine. (30)
$200

3088
India, share certificates, 1890-1947, for Bengal Gold & Silver
Mining Co, Motapa Gold Mining Company (registered in
Southern Rhodesia) with certificate named to Dr Francis
Copeland at Calcutta, The Sonapet Proprietary Gold Mining
Co (with affixed three Govt of India duty stamps [2x1 anna,
1x4 annas), The Western Patkoon Gold Prospecting Syndicate
(with affixed 1x12 annas Govt of India duty stamp), all but
the second dated 1890. Fine - good fine. (4)
$90

Noted one USA share certificate named to Milton Waldman, an editor who
turned down J.R.R.Tolkien when he was approached by him in 1951 to
publish Lord of the Rings.

3096
World share certificates, mostly railway and mining
companies, 1907-1969, some with assignments on back and
with affixed relevant duty stamps, noted one Scrip Certificate
for National Executors and Trustees Company of Tasmania
Limited, No.237 for 350 shares dated 19 February 1930,
with impressed Tasmania duty stamp and stamped across
three times, Cancelled. Fine - good very fine. (13)
$150

Dr Francis John Copeland was a medical officer in India when his daughter,
Sonia Constance Josephine Copeland, was born. She would later marry Harry
Saul Bloom and her second child was the movie star, Orlando Bloom. So, Dr
Francis John Copeland was Orlando Bloom's grandfather.
With research.

3097
World share certificates, 1908-1969, mostly pre 1940,
noted Lancaster West Gold Mining Company 1913 with
affixed Natal 2/6d revenue stamp, Societe Des Mines D'Or
de Kilo-Moto, Galang Besar Rubber Plantations, also 1912
debenture for Rodez Coal Company. Fine - good very fine.
(10)
$150

3089
Russia, large bonds, 1884-1917, includes Armavir-Touapse
Railway Company 1909 with impressed revenue stamps.
Very good - very fine. (9)
$200
3090
South Africa, mining shares, noted Government Gold Mining
Areas (Modderfontein) Consolidated and others, 1927-1954,
some with affixed duty stamps, also option certificate 1951
for unsecured convertible notes in President Steyn Gold
Mining Company and a deposit receipt from The Standard
Bank of South Africa Limited 1961. Fine - good very fine.
(7)
$100

3098
Australia, share certificates, 1950s - 1970s, includes issues
for South Australian Barytes Limited (2), both with two
impressed revenue stamps and impressed company seal and
Vidor Engineering Pty Limited of Newcastle, NSW, 1950s
(8 with vignette and printed by W.E.Smith Limited), also
unissued certificates for Vidor Limited (12 different design
to previous, six pink paper and six green paper). One of the
first two with several holes and stains, otherwise very good
- extremely fine. (22)
$170

3091
USA, share certificates, Irving Trust Company, 1920s-1940s
(20), two types of various values, many with transfers
and affixed duty stamps on back; Pan American Sulphur
Company, 1960s (36), mostly with transfers on back and
punch hole cancelled; also partially used cheque style bill
of exchange book, 188-, no printed details of any names
but states 'Value received with Interest at 8% per annum',
attractive vignette at left side (62 blank forms). Fine extremely fine. (56 + book of forms)
$150

NUMISMATIC & PHILATELIC LITERATURE

3092
World, railway company share certificates and bonds, 18891973, all but one pre 1945, noted issues from Argentine,
Brazil, Mexico, Spain, USA and Venezuela, many with
impressed duty stamps. Fine - good very fine. (11)
$120

3099
Andrews, Dr. Arthur, Australasian Tokens & Coins, Sydney
(1965 reprint) 1921, Marsh, Michael A., The Gold Sovereign,
London (2nd ed) 1999. Fine - extremely fine. (2)
$80

3093
World share certificates, oil and petroleum companies
mostly British, noted Anglo-Belgian Petroleum Company,
The North Caucasian Oil Fields, The Spies Petroleum
Company; also Ireland, Waterford Dungarvan and Lismore
Railway Company share certificate dated 1878. Fine - nearly
extremely fine. (10)
$110

3100
Calbeto de Grau, Gabriel, Compendium VIII Reales, Vols I
& II, Spain, 1970, in Spanish with some English translations,
includes mints in alphabetical order, brief history of the
rulers, 733pp., black and white illustrations thoughout,
illustrated throughout. Two volumes, very fine.
$100
372

3103
China, Ma's Illustrated Catalogue of the Stamps of China,
1947, 568 pp; Chan S.H., The Essays of Early China,
1996, 103pp illustrated throughout; Rare Collections of
Chinese Stamps, China National Postage Stamp Museum,
Republic II, 1993, 302pp illustrated in colour throughout
in slip-case; The Postage Stamp Catalogue of China's Qing
Dynasty, 1988; Roman's Catalog of Chinese Treaty Port
Stamps; The Postage Stamp Catalogue of People's Republic
of China 1955 (Before and after liberation of China); Chinese
Postage Stamps Catalogue 1878-1949, 1995, 640 pp; Stamp
Album of the Republic of China by Yang (large); together
with the China Clipper Collection Vol.10-39 (Published by
The China Stamp Society in USA); Clipper Supplements
folder includes China Maritime Customs 1905; Handbook
of Early Communist stamps 1928-1938, by Hubbard W.,
1969; Catalogue of Postal Stationary Issues of Japanese
Occupation of China; Index folder icludes Mencarin J., The
Postage Stamnps of China 1878-1883; The China Stamp
Society Auction 20, other misc. issues, total weight 15+ kg.
Fine or better. (lot)
$150

part

3101*
Catalogues, Stanley Gibbons, British Commonwealth 1955,
1978, 1990, 2000; Part III, America, Asia and Africa 1967;
Specialist Japan & Korea 1980; Overseas 1 A-C 1973; China
1982, 1986, 1989, 1995, 2011; Cyprus, Gibraltar & Malta
2011; SG Auction 25-8 October 1978; Robson Lowe, Clarke
Collection of China and the Far East, April 22, 1953 and
P/R; Scott Postage Stamp Catalogue 1961 combined edn.;
Philatelic Journal of GB, May 1940; Spink, 2 volume hard
bound in slip-case of the Robert H.Cunliffe Collection,
June 18-19, 2009, colour illustrated throughout (volume I
illustrated); total weight 15 kg. Fair - fine. (lot)
$100

3104
China, various philatelic publications including Tsang,
Hong Kong Japanese Occupation and Mr.H. da Lux, 1995,
112pp; Tsang, Ming W., Hong Kong Forgeries, 1994, 143pp;
Tsang, Ming W., Hong Kong Treaty Ports, 1995, 127 pp;
Lee's Illustrated color Catyalogue of China Postal Stationary
(1897-1949), 1992, 118 pp; Hong Kong Philatelic Journal;
Shanghai Universe Auction Co., Stamps & Postal History,
Jun 2-3, 2012 Auction, (important for Chinese stamps) (2367
lots (all illustrated in colour); Michael Rogers publications
on Chinese stamps, articles and listings with various issues
No.46-299 including important listings on period 19851998; a wide range of various other publications on stamps
with Chinese text etc. Mostly fine total weight 15 kg. (lot)
$100

3102
China, Ireland, P.W., The Large Dragons 1878-1885,
Robson Lowe, 1978; Dougan, The Shanghai Postal System,
The Stamps and Postal History, Amer. Phil. Soc., 1981;
Xuefan, Zhu., Selections of Large Dragons Stamps, Covers
and Cancellations (1878-1988); Marsh & Williams, The
Postal Savings Stamps of China, 1976; Treaty Ports Local
Posts of China, 1957; Livingston, Catalog of the Shanghai
Postal System, 1971; Perrin, K.L., The Hong Kong 'China'
Overprints, 1972; Webb, Col.F.W., Hong Kong, Scarcity
and Valuation Guide, 1960 Postal History Soc.; Standard
Catalogue China and Treaty Ports 1933; Cane, The Stamps
of China with the Treaty Ports and Formosa, 1938; Bulova,
1948. Mostly fine, many scarce publications. (11)
$150

3105
China, in a large carton, Michael Rogers Public Auctions
various numbers 5, 6, 8, 9, 17x2, 18, 20, 23, 28, 32, 33,
35x2, 36x2, 40x2, 42, 43, 44, 46, 47x2, 49, 50, 51, 52, 54,
63, 65, 66, 67x2, 68, 69, 70, 71x2, 72x2, 77, 78, 79, 80, 82,
90, 110, 111; Ostlie, The Postage Stamps of Siam to 1940,
Descriptive catalogue, 1979; Silver yuans, 1986 (Michael
Rogers Pub); Kao, Notes on the Postage Stamps of China;
Chang, Overprinted 'New Taiwan dollar' stamps with std.
style of Writing of lead types, Typographed; Kuang-Sheng,
A Treatise on the extant copies of the Small One Dollar
wilth illustrations; Livingston, L.F., The Postal System of the
Chinese Treaty Ports; Publications of the China Philatelic
Society (2); Bessels, Giel J., Dai Nippon, Nica Timor, Nica
Soemba, Medan Postage Due, 2004; Williams, J. Millard,
The Gold Yuan Stamps of China, 1977; same author, The
National Currency Stamps of China 1945-48, 1981; Hong
Kong 1972 catalogue; Mandarin Trading Co., Mail Bid
19&20, July 26 1994 catalogue; Exhibition Catalogues
(2); Die China Philatelie various numbers; Photocopies of
following publications, Stamps of the Chinese Treaty Ports,
Livingston, Catalog of The Shanghai Postal SAystem; Kerr,
Allen D., The Local Overprinted Stamps of Manchuria 19457, volumes I - IV; Lane & MaGuire, Catalogue of Local Issues
..Treaty Ports..; Off prints, Catalogue of Postal Stationary
Issues of the Japanese Occupation of China; Asian Philately
various numbers, weight about 15 kg. Fair - fine. (lot)
$100
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3106
China, in a large box, miscellaneous catalogues and society
publications, including Postal History Research Collections
various numbers (15 volumes); Journal of Chinese Philately
(London), misc volumes 1981-1985; Mandarin Trading
Company misc catalogues; Cathay Philatelic Center various
catalogues; Hungs Stamp Company Misc. catalogues, Sun
Philatelic Center (USA); Asia Pacific Philatelic Center Mail
Auctions misc catalogues (Taiwan); similar Asia Pacific (APA)
(Hong Kong) catalogues; others including photocopies of
Kerr Vol.III & IV Manchuria 1945-1947 etc. (weight 15
kg). Mostly fine. (lot)
$60

3110
China, in a large carton, assorted philatelic and numismatic
publications including, China Clipper issues 1946-7, 1959,
1965-9, 1970, 1974-1986; paper on Postage Stamps of China
1878-1883 Juan Mencarini (1922) as a supplement to 1965
issue; Hubbard, Hugh, W., Handbook on Early Chinese
Stamps 1928-1938 (1969); Selection of Dynasty Auctions
2011, including The Lois Evans Exhibition Collection Japan
1846-1900, Aug. 6, 2011; others include Singapore Coin
Auctions (5), Numismatic World Wide Monthly; Ostasien
- Philatelic catalogues 1980s; other Mencariniu reprint
publications on Hong Kong and another Amoy Local Post;
Hong Kong Stamp Society misc. bulletins etc. 15 kg weight.
Fair - fine. (lot)
$50

3107
China, a large carton of assorted Philatelic publications
many in Chinese, including Unitric Philatelic Company;
China Philatelic Magazine (Free China) Collection; Stamp
World (Hong Kong); Chungtai Philatelic Service Centre;
Sinkiang Coins & Stamp Monthly; Philatelic Voice Monthly;
Overseas Chinese Philatelic Magazine Collection; Catalogue
of Chinese Stamps - Taiwan Issues 1968; Yang Price list
of China 1974; Postage Stamps of People's Republic,
1949-1954, supplement, 1958-1962, April 1959; Taiwan
Stamp booklet, collector monthly's, various issues of China
Philatelic Journal vol.4, 4; Philatelic Monthly, Philatelic
bulletin; China Philatelic Magazine, etc. total weight about
15 kg. Fair - fine. (lot)
$60

3111
China, in two large cartons, assorted publications many
coloured illustrations throughout, including Zurich, Asia,
2010, 2011, 2013; John Bull 2005 onwards; Numismatic
Forum bi-monthly, Journal of East Asian Numismatics;
Rarehouse Auction catalogues; Journal of Chinese Philately;
History of Waterlow dies by Robson Lowe; Lee, China The
First Issue; De Villard, Stamps of China (1949); Standard
Catalogue of Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei 1989; other
publications etc.; Sun Philatelic Center Collection from
various auctions 1975-1997 (26); Reports on Philately by
Philatelic Authors Society 1989-1994; Chinese Philatelic
Society Bulletin Vol.1,1-2 (1925); Journal of Chinese
Philately (London) various 1995-2003; China Philately
(Beijing) volumes 1988-1995, total weight 30kg. Mostly
fine. (lot)
$80
3112
Friedberg, Robert, Gold Coins of the World, 5th edition,
1980; A History of Chinese Currency, New China Publishing
House, 1983, Hong Kong; A large set of modern historical
medals in gilt bronze in a leather style case, from Bulgaria
681-1981, 1300th year commemorative issue of gilt replicas
(10 small and one large medal) from the National Museum
of Bulgaria, included printout of medal details and history,
very unusual. Last item extremely fine, books very fine ex
Library copies. (3)
$100

3108
China numismatic publications, interesting group mostly
in Chinese some with colour plates, noted Shiu-Hon Chan
Colour-illustrated Stamp Catalogue of China (1878-1949)
2010 3rd edn.; Ma Tak Wo, The Struck Copper Coins of
Sinkiang, China Imperial Maritime Customs Decennial
Reports of the Corean Ports 1882-91, 1994; Chinese
publication (in Chinese) on cash coins etc Nos.6, 11, 12,
14 (2), 15, 16; Numismatic Forum Bimonthly various issues
1983-1990; HK International Coin Convention No.1, 2, 4;
Shoucang Yu Touzi Bianwei, Zhong Guo Yin Bi Bian Wei
Tu Lu, (colour illustrations), 202 pgs, 2001; 1982 Money
Company catalogue HK International 1982; another HK
International supplement Third Rreich material 1986; China
Numismatics 1992; Brudin, Coins of Wang Mang and the
Manchu Dynasty l; Petrie, Illustrated Guide to Chinese
Cash..1662-1796, 1964; other publications in Chinese on
coins and notes (16). Mostly fine. (40)
$60

Ex Barry McGown Scott collection, books previously from the ANS Brisbane
Library; the Bulgarian medals from the Eric Dodd Auction August 12, 2002
(lot 226).

3113
Japan, an interesting lot of Japanese philatelic publications
including JSCA (Japanese Stamp Specialized Catalogue)
various years 1983-2001, earlier issues 1976, 1977;
Sakura Catalog of Japanese stamps; Encyclopedia of
Japanese Philately; Japanese Postage Stamps (English) by
Yamamoto; Extensive research folder of Johore Under
Japanese Occupation (stamps); Kanai Auction on Japanese
Occupation Stamps (plates and text). IPA Catalogue of
Japanese Occupation Stamps; MSA No.162 All Nippon
Stamp Auctions Japanese Postage Stamp Catalogue; quantity
of Japanese Philately; other Misc. booklets etc, total weight
15+ Kg. Mostly fine. (lot)
$100

3109
China, in a large box, Hong Kong auction sale catalogues for
Phila China, Greg Manning Galleries (33) a few duplicates,
issues from 2001 - 2012, superb colour illustrated catalogues,
some with P/Rs. New. (33)
$60
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3117
Philatelic literature, including Rosenblum, The Stamps of
the Commonwealth of Australia, 5th ed. with dust jacket,
together with Supplement to the 5th edn., The Study of the
1/2d Kangaroo 1938-1952 by CSRG; Dormer Legge 'The
Kangaroo Issues of Australian Stamps (141 p. illustrated
throughout); other books Williams, The Postage Stamp;
ACSC 1965, 1974 edns; Stanley Gibbons 1958 Part I British
Commonwealth; Phillips, How to Arrange and Write -up a
Stamp Collection. 4th edn; Colour Guide, and Stamp News
October 2007. Nearly fine. (13)
$50

3114
Japan, in two large cartons, Japanese Philately Collection
publications, various issues 1964 - 1969, 1970 - 1979,
1980-1994, (1984 incomplete) includes extra copies, all as
printed issues in folders, full of articles, total weight nearly
25 kg. Fine. (lot)
$80

3118
Purves, J.R.W., The Postal History of The Port Phillip
District 1835-1851, 1950, 68pp, illustrated; Melville, Fred
J., Postage Stamps in the Making, Volume 1, 1916, 198pp,
illustrated; Bynof-Smith, H., Forged Postage Stamps of the
Americas, 1991, 206pp, illustrated; other stamp related
publications, including The New Hebrides, The Railway
Stamps of Mainland Australia, The Revenue and Railway
Stamps of Tasmania, Forged Stamps of Two World Wars,
International Stamp Exhibition 1995. Fine - very fine, some
foxing. (8)
$100

3115*
Kent, J.P.C., & Hirmer, M., & A., Roman Coins, London,
1978, 368pp., 199 plates, profusely illustrated , 31cm. Very
fine and scarce.
$150
A remarkable coffee table book on Roman Coins, profusely illustrated. A
similar example in Noble Numismatics Sale 84 (lot 2434) realised $380
hammer.

3116
Numismatic literature, auction and coin/banknote catalogues,
also the book 'Heads I Win' by J.Watson, D.Thomas and
J.Bennett. Mostly fine. (20)
$100

3119*
Rocpex Taipei '81, Prize Selections from the Rocpex Taipei
'81, presentation copy No.586 from the Director General
of Posts, Republic of China, 710 pp, 448 plates Chinese and
English text, with dust jacket. Very fine and rare.
$80

375

3121*
Wilson, Sir John, "The Royal Philatelic Collection", (1952),
a complete catalogue of the most important and valuable
stamp collection formed by the Keeper of the Royal
Collection, (370mm x 280mm), extensively illustrated with
64 black & white plates and 12 colour plates, bound in red
Morocco leather. Slight wear on spine and some foxing,
otherwise very fine and rare.
$500

part

3120
Roman Imperial Coinage, vol. 1 (1984 revised reprint),
vol. II (1968 reprint), vol. III (1968 reprint), vol. IV (1968
reprints in three vols), vol. V (1968 reprints in two vols), vol.
VI (1967 original edition), vol. VII (1966 original edition),
vol. XIII (1981 original edition), vol. IX (1968 reprint),
vol. X (1994 original edition), general editors Mattingly,
Sydenham, Carson, Sutherland and Bruun, Burnett and Kent.
Complete in green cloth of issue, All internal contents very
fine or better, about 8 volumes, with insect damage to spine
on several volumes. Fine. (13)
$800

3122
World numismatics books, including, Levine, Elias.,
The Coinage and Counterfeits of the Zuid-Afrikaansche
Republiek, 1974, 127pp, illustrated; Raymond, Wayte.,
The Gold Coins of North and South America, 102pp,
illustrated; Raymond, Wayte., The Silver Dollars of North
and South America, 52pp, illustrated; other publications on
British Empire sovereigns and half sovereigns, British copper
coins, the proposed coinage of King Edward VIII, Coins
of the British World, Japanese invasion money, Sternberg
catalogues. Fine - very fine, some foxing and damage. (15)
$100

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 86 (lot 2475).
The indispensible guide to the attribution of Roman Imperial coinage,
and a knowledge base on the subject assembled over many generations by
numismatic legends in the field. The early reprints and originals are prized
for having clearer plates than later reprints.
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